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CHRISTOPHERKENNEDYand JASONMERCHANT

ATTRIBUTIVE COMPARATIVE DELETION

*

ABSTRACT. Comparativesare among the most extensively investigated constructions
in generative grammar,yet comparativesinvolving attributiveadjectives have received
a relatively small amount of attention.This paper investigates a complex arrayof facts
in this domain that shows that attributivecomparatives,unlike other comparatives,are
well-formedonly if some type of ellipsis operationapplies within the comparativeclause.
Incorporatingdata from English, Polish, Czech, Greek,and Bulgarian,we arguethatthese
facts supporttwo importantconclusions. First,violations of Ross's Left BranchCondition
thatinvolve attributivemodifiersshouldnot be accountedfor in termsof constraintson LF
representations(such as the EmptyCategoryPrinciple),but ratherin termsof the principle
of Full Interpretationat the PF interface. Second, ellipsis must be analyzed as deletion
of syntactic material from the phonological representation.In addition, we present new
evidence from pseudogappingconstructionsthatfavors an articulatedsyntax of attributive
modificationin which certaintypes of attributivemodifiersmay occur outside DP.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. ComparativeDeletion
Comparativedeletion (CD) is the termintroducedby Bresnan(1973, 1975)
to describeconstructionsin which an adjectival,adverbial,or nominalconstituentis eliminatedfrom the surfacerepresentationof the complementof
thanor as (henceforththe comparativeclause) in sentences such as (la-c).

* We have profitedgreatlyfrom discussion of this materialwith Sandy Chung,Norbert
Corver,Dan Hardt, John Frampton,Anastasia Giannakidou,Jim McCloskey, Eric Potsdam, and Chris Wilder.We are also very thankfulto the native speakersto whom we owe
our non-English data for their patience in judging numerousdifficult examples: Dorotha
Mokrosinskaand Rami Nair (Polish), Anna Pilatova(Czech), Lena Goretskayaand Sergey
Avrutin (Russian), Anastasia Giannakidouand Yoryia Agouraki (Greek), and Branimir
Boguraev(Bulgarian).Thanksalso to the manyEnglish speakerswho providedjudgments.
Earlierversions of this paper have been presentedat CSSP2 (Paris), ZAS (Berlin), MIT,
Northwestem University, UC-Santa Cruz and USC; we are grateful to those audiences
for their many valuablecomments and suggestions. Finally, we would like to express our
thanks to the NLLTreviewers, whose comments led to many importantimprovementsin
the final version of the paper.
Natural Language and LinguisticTheory 18: 89-146, 2000.
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(I)a.

Pico's novel was more interestingthan Brio thought it would
be _.

b.

Dennis wrestles less energeticallythan he rebounds_.

c.

Zizou didn't score as many goals as we thought he would
score

_.

Standardanalyses of CD constructionshypothesize that they are related
to representationsthat contain constituents identical to the comparative
terms in the main clause, the only difference being that the comparative
morphemeis replacedby a variablethatrangesover degrees, as in (2a-c).1
(2)a.

Pico's novel was more interestingthanBrio thoughtit would be
[x-much interesting]

b.

Dennis wrestles less energetically than he rebounds [x-much
energetically]

c.

Zizou didn't score as many goals as we thoughthe would score
[x-many goals]

In Bresnan's original analysis, an unboundeddeletion operationeliminates the boldfaced materialin (2a-c) under identity with materialin the
main clause (Bresnan 1973, 1975, Borsley 1981; see also Lees 1961,
Chomsky 1965). Laterwork,buildingon observationsby Ross (1967) and
Chomsky (1977) that comparativeshave propertiescharacteristicof whconstructions,reformulatedBresnan'sanalysis in terms of wh-movement
of a degree termplus some mechanismfor deleting or recoveringthe content of the remaininglexical material(see, e.g., Klein 1980, von Stechow
1984, Heim 1985, Larson 1988, Moltmann 1992, Hazout 1995, Izvorski
1995, Lernerand Pinkal 1995, Rullmann 1995, and others; see Hendriks
and de Hoop 1998 for an alternativeview).2
1 This assumptionis very well-justified semantically,as numerous studies on the interpretationof comparativeshave demonstrated(see Kennedy 1999a for an overview).
Since our intention in this paper is to investigate the syntactic propertiesof attributive
comparatives,we will not attemptto provide a detailed semantic analysis here. All of
our syntacticclaims are compatiblewith standardassumptionsaboutthe interpretationof
comparatives,however.
2 Two sets of facts supportthe analysis of CD in termsof wh-movement.First,CD constructionsare sensitive to extractionislands, display crossovereffects, and license parasitic
gaps (see Ross 1967, Bresnan 1975, Chomsky 1977, and Grimshaw 1987; see Rullmann
1995 for discussion of semantic similarities between comparativesand wh-questions).
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Differences aside, both analyses share the basic assumption that the
'missing' materialin the comparativeclause of examples like (la-c) is
presentat some level of representation.One argumentin favorof a deletion
approach,articulatedin Bresnan(1975), is thatit also providesa principled
analysis of so-called comparativesubdeletionconstructions,exemplified
by (3)-(4), which differ from CD constructionsin that only a degree term
is missing.
(3)

By actually refuting his own early self, Wittgenstein was as
unusual as Frege was
noble when confronting- not to say
applauding- Russell's objections.(TimesLiterarySupplement,
6.26.1998)

(4)

Michael Jordanhas more scoring titles than Dennis Rodman
has tattoos. (Chicago Tribune,7.17.1998)

An analysis in which subdeletion constructionsinvolve movement of a
degree term out of AP (a characteristicof most movement accounts; see
Grimshaw 1987 and Corver 1993 for discussion) conflicts with the fact
that movement of overt expressions from the same syntactic position is
impossible in English:
(5)

*How (much) was Wittgensteinunusual?

(6)

*Howmany does Dennis Rodmanhave tattoos?

(5)-(6) violate Ross's (1967) Left Branch Condition (see also Corver
1990), yet these examples manifest exactly the type of movement hypothesized to occur in (3) and (4) (but see Izvorski 1995 for a movement
analysis that avoids this problem). However, if the Left Branch Condition is a constrainton movement, but not unboundeddeletion (a position
that Bresnan provides extensive argumentsfor; see in particularBresnan
1975, pp. 67-68), then both the well-formednessof subdeletion and the
unacceptabilityof examples like (5)-(6) can be accommodated.
The deletion approachto CD receives a seriouschallenge from a set of
facts first discussed by Pinkham(1985), however.Pinkhamobserves that
in comparativesinvolving attributiveadjectives,CD cannot targetjust the
Second, many languages (including Afrikaans, Bulgarian,Dutch, Greek, Hindi, Polish,
and some varieties of English) permit an overt wh-word in the comparativeclause; see
Hankamer1979, den Besten 1978, Borsley 1981, Rudin 1984a,b, and Izvorski 1995.
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correspondingAP in the comparativeclause, as shown by (7a-d) (see also
Pilch 1965).
(7)a. *Pico wrote a more interesting novel than Brio wrote
a - play.
b. *Erik drives a more expensive car than Polly drives a
motorcycle.
c.

*Jones produced as successful a film as Smith produced a
play.

d. *TheCubs starteda more talentedinfield thanthe Sox startedan
outfield.
The impossibility of deletion of the attributiveAPs, which are canonical
left-branchconstituents,provides a direct counterargumentto a Bresnanstyle unboundeddeletion analysis. Since such an analysis is constructed
precisely to allow comparativedeletion to targetleft-branchconstituents,
it incorrectlypredictsthat examples like (7a-d) should be well-formed.3
On the otherhand, the unacceptabilityof (7a-d) appearsat firstglance
to provide excellent supportfor a movement analysis of CD (assuming
that the problem of subdeletion can be resolved; see Chomsky 1977, p.
123 for a proposal).Two versions of this approachhave been proposedin
the literature,which differ primarilyin theirassumptionsaboutthe nature
of the moved constituent.In the firsttype of approach(see, e.g., Chomsky
1977, Klein 1980, Larson 1988, and Kennedy 1999a, 1999b), CD is analyzed as movementof a full adjectivalconstituent;in the second, the moved
constituentis a degree term, and the remaininglexical materialis deleted
or recovered in accord with other principles (see, e.g., Heim 1985 and
3 Bresnan presents the example in (i) as evidence that CD can target left-branchAPs
(see Bresnan 1975, p. 50, ex. (96)); the naturallyoccurringexample in (ii) makes the same
point.
(i)

George is as phony a hatcheckgirl as Mildredis a_

(ii)

Damon is a better lobsterman than he is a
7.22.1998)

bouncer.

cook. (overheardby CK,

We agree with Bresnan'sjudgment on these examples. However, we will provide evidence in Section 5.2 that (i)-(ii) do not counterexemplifyPinkham'sgeneralizationabout
CD in attributivecomparatives,but ratherfall into the same class as the pseudogapping
constructionsto be discussed in Section 1.2 below.
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Izvorski 1995). (8a-b) illustratethe structuresassigned to (7a) by the two
approaches,respectively,wherethe boldfacetype in (8b) indicatesmaterial
that is unpronouncedin the surfaceform. (We assume for simplicity that
the moved element is phonologicallynull, ratherthana deleted wh-phrase,
as in Chomsky 1977.)
(8)a.

Pico wrote a more interestingnovel than [Opi Brio wrote a t,
play]

b.

Pico wrote a more interestingnovel than [Opi Brio wrote a [t,
interesting] play]

Differences aside, both approachessupporta straightforwardexplanation of the unacceptabilityof (7a-d). As shownby (9a-c), overtmovement
of eithera full AP or a degree termfrom attributiveposition is impossible
in English, unless the rest of the NP is pied-pipedalong with it.
(9)a. *How interestingdid Pico write a novel?
b. *How (much) did Pico write an interestingnovel?
c.

How interestinga novel did Pico write?

According to Corver (1990, pp. 318-322), questions like (9a-b) (which,
like (5)-(6), violate the Left Branch Condition) are ill-formed because
movementof, or out of, an attributiveadjectivalphrasetriggersa violation
of the Empty Category Principle (an ECP approachis also proposed in
Bowers 1987). Assuming a DP structurein which attributiveadjectival
phrases are left-adjoinedto N', Corver argues that extractioncrosses at
least one non-L-markedXP, namely NP. He furtherassumes that NP is
not a licit adjunction site, so extraction must cross it directly, yielding
the desiredECP violation. (Corvertentativelyassumes that the attributive
phrase could proceed via SpecDP (cf. Giorgi and Longobardi 1991), so
the fact that DP would be a barrierby inheritanceplays no role.) If this
proposalis correct,andif CD involves the same type of movementas either
(9a) or (9b), then the impossibility of attributiveCD in (7a-d) can also be
explainedin terms of an ECP violation.
Althoughthe syntacticparallelismbetween the comparativesin (7) and
the questions in (9a-b) (particularly(9a), a point we will returnto below)
makes a strongcase for a movementanalysisof CD, thereis clearevidence
that an ECP-based explanation of attributiveCD cannot be correct. As
observedby Pinkham(1985), CD can targetan attributiveAP just in case
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a constituentthat contains the attributiveposition is also eliminatedfrom
the surface form. This effect is illustratedby (lOa-d), in which the four
options in bracketsinvolve a missing DP, VP, CP,and I', respectively.4
(IO)a. Pico wrote a more interesting novel than Brio {wrote, did,
expected, 0 }
b. Erikdrivesa more expensive car thanPolly {drives,does, said,
0}

-.

c. Jones producedas successful a film as Smith {produced,did,
had hoped, 0 } -.
d. The Cubs started a more talented infield than the Sox {do,
started,think, 0} -.
The problem presentedby these examples for an ECP-basedaccount of
attributiveCD can be illustratedby considering(lOa).'Given the assumptions outlined above, (lOa) should have either the Logical Form in (lla)
or the one in (1 lb), in which boldface type indicateselided material.(This
representationillustratesthe case of an elided verbphrase,which we focus
on for simplicity; our remarksapply equally to the cases in which other
constituentsare elided.)
(11)a. Pico wrote a more interestingnovel than [ Opi Brio did write a
ti novel]
b. Pico wrote a more interestingnovel than [Opi Brio did write a
[ti interesting] novel]
(1 la-b) are structurallyidenticalto (8a-b). It follows thatif (8a-b) violate
the ECP,as hypothesizedabove, and if this constraintis enforced(only) at
LF (see Chomsky 1995 and relatedwork), then attributiveCD should not
only be impossiblewhenjust an attributiveAP is targeted,as in (7a-d), but
attributiveCD should be impossible in general. This is clearly the wrong
prediction.5
4 Whetherthe missing constituentin the fourth option is I', IP, or some other (maximal) inflectionalprojectionis irrelevantto the currentdiscussion (thoughwe returnto this
questionin Section 5. 1). For ease of reference,we will referto these examples as instances
of 'comparativestripping', without committing ourselves to a particularanalysis of the
categoryof the missing constituent.
S An anonymousreviewer correctlyobserves that the facts in (1Oa-d) are problematic
for an ECP-based analysis of the Left Branch Condition only if they actually involve
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The conclusion to be drawn from this discussion is that neither the
deletion analysis of CD nor an ECP-basedmovement analysis provides
a satisfactoryexplanationof the facts of attributivecomparativedeletion:
the formerovergenerates,predictingthat examples like (7a-d) should be
acceptable, while the latter undergenerates,ruling out the well-formed
cases in (lOa-d) along with (7a-d). The basic puzzle is summarizedin
the descriptivegeneralizationin (12) (the title of which is borrowedfrom
Pinkham1985, p. 47).
(12)

Wheneverythinggoes, anythinggoes
Comparativedeletion in attributivecomparativesis possible
only if a constituent that (properly)contains the targetedAP
is also eliminatedfrom the surfacerepresentation.

movementof just the attributivemodifieror degree term, as in (1 la-b). If, however,these
constructionsinvolve movementof a largerconstituent- in particular,if they involve piedpiping of (at least) DP along with the null operator,followed by deletion (of both the
pied-piped materialand (optionally) the VP/CP/IP)- then their well-formedness would
follow, and the challenge to the ECP account of the Left BranchCondition would be removed. The reviewerthereforeasks the importantquestion:is thereindependentevidence
that (lOa-d) are derived as illustratedin (1 la-b)? In fact, there is such evidence, at least
for the cases in which a constituentlargerthanDP is missing.
As shown by (i), examples of attributiveCD in which just a DP is missing license
parasiticgaps (we are gratefulto the reviewerfor remindingus of this fact).
(i)

Lee bought a more expensive car [than Kim bought _
advertisedon TV]]

[after seeing pg

Assuming that parasiticgaps are licensed by DP movement, this fact suggests that the
'missing DP' examples (1Oa-d) should in fact be analyzed in terms of pied-piping, as
outlined above (which is not surprising,consideringthe fact that there is no operationof
'DP ellipsis' in English; see also note 19). However,if additionalmaterialis missing from
the comparativeclause, parasiticgaps are not licensed, indicatingthat DP has not moved.
(ii)

*Lee boughta more expensive car [thanKim did _ [afterseeing pg advertised
on TV]]

(iii)

*Lee bought a more expensive car [thanhe had planned advertisedon TV]]

[after seeing pg

While an explanation for these surprisingfacts is beyond the scope of this paper (but
see Kennedy,to appear),we take the data as evidence that the derivationof at least the
examples in (lOa-d) that involve a missing VP, CP, or IP (the 'true ellipsis' cases) is as
shown above in (1 la-b), and that the challenge they presentto an ECP-basedanalysis of
attributiveCD remains. (In addition to these facts, the interactionof attributiveCD and
pseudogappingraises independentproblems for such an analysis, as we will see below.)
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1.2. AttributiveCD and Pseudogapping
Pinkham's solution to the puzzle in (12) is to reject both the movement
and deletion analyses of CD, and instead develop an account in which
comparativeshave fully projected,but empty, structure.UnderPinkham's
analysis, a comparative like (13) has the structurein (14), in which
'missing' constituentsin the comparativeclause are actually pronominal
categories whose interpretationsare fixed throughcoindexationwith the
correspondingconstituentsin the matrix, and the degree position in AP
(indicatedby Q) is directlyboundby than or as.
(13)
(14)

Pico's novel was more interestingthan Brio's play was.
Pico's novel was more interestingithan, Brio's play was [AP Q,
PROi]

According to Pinkham,the binding relationbetween than and Q (the 'Qbindingrelation') is constrainedby subjacency:it cannot cross more than
one cyclic node (where cyclic nodes are taken to be NP, AP, and CP).
This analysis, like the deletion approach,has no trouble accounting for
subdeletion:(3) has the structurein (15), in which the Q-bindingrelation
crosses only one cyclic node.
(15)

Wittgensteinwas as unusualas, Frege was [AP Q, noble]

Unlike the deletion analysis, however,Pinkham'sapproachcorrectlyrules
out (7a-d). In examples of this type, Q-bindingcrosses two cyclic nodes
(AP and NP), as shown by (16), the structuralanalysis of (7a).
(16)

*Pico wrote a more interestinginovel than, Brio wrote [NP a [AP
Q, PROi] [Nplay]]

In this way, the impossibility of attributiveCD in (7a-d) is explained in
termsof the more general subjacencyconstraint.
Pinkham(1985, p. 78) extends the analysis to accountfor the descriptive generalizationin (12) by stipulatingthat Q-binding is not subject to
subjacencywhen all of the comparedelements in attributivecomparatives
are 'maximallyidentical', a situationthat arises only when at least the entire NP thatcontainsthe targetedAP in the comparativeclause is replaced
with pronominalsubconstituents.6As a result, even though Q-bindingin
6 This analysis supportsan ingenious explanationof why maximal identity forces material in the comparativeclause to be phonologically null; i.e., why examples like (i) are
unacceptable.
(i)

*Pico's novel is more interestingthan Brio's novel is interesting.
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an example like (17), which has the structurein (18), crosses two cyclic
nodes (NP and AP), the identityrelationbetween the coindexed elements
permitsthe structureto bypass subjacency.

(17)

Pico wrote a more interestingnovel thanBrio wrote.

(18)

Pico wrote a more interestinginovelj than, Brio wrote [NP
Qx PROi] [N PROj]]

[AP

There are two problemswith this analysis. First, it fails to provide an
explanationof why maximalidentityof the comparedelementspermitsQbinding to bypass subjacency.Because this requirementis stipulated,the
analysis remains,in effect, only a restatementof the descriptivegeneralization in (12), not an explanationof it. Second, and more problematic,
there is empirical evidence that a subjacency-basedanalysis of the illformedness of examples like (7a-d), just like an ECP-basedaccount, is
too strong.A fact that has not been previously observedin discussions of
attributivecomparativesis thatthe attributiveAP in the comparativeclause
can be targetedby CD, leaving the NP that contains it intact,just in case
According to Pinkham(1985, p. 71), (i) is unacceptablebecause the non-pronominalcategory interestingi in the comparativeclause is c-commandedby a coindexed expression
(the occurrenceof interestingi in the matrix),as shown in (ii).

(ii)

*Pico's novel is more interestingithanx Brio's novel is [APQx interestingi]

In other words, (i) violates (a generalizedversion of) ConditionC of the Binding Theory.
According to Pinkham,this explains why examples like (iii), which has the structurein
(iv), are unacceptable,even thoughthe comparedelements in (iii) are maximallyidentical.

(iii)

*Pico wrote a more interestinginovelj thanx Brio wrote a novel.

(iv)

*Pico wrote a more interestinginovelj thanx Brio wrote [NPa [APQx PROi]
[N nove1j]]

Although maximal identity should allow Q-binding to bypass subjacency, the overt
occurrenceof novelj in the comparativeclause violates ConditionC.
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pseudogappinghas also applied.This is illustratedby the contrastbetween
(7a-d) above and (19a-d).7'8

(1 9)a.

Pico wrote a more interesting novel than he did -

a

play.

b. Erik drives a more expensive car than he does
motorcycle.
c.

Jones produced as successful a film as she did

_

a

a

play.

d. The Cubs starteda more talentedinfield thanthey did
outfield.

an

7 Similar effects are observed in gapping (ia-b) and stripping (iia-b) constructions
(examples like (iia-b) are discussed in Grimshaw1987 in a differentcontext):

(i)a.
b.
(ii)a.
b.

Pico wrote a more interestingnovel thanBrio, a _ play.
The Cubs starteda more talentedinfield thanthe Sox, an _ outfield.
Pico wrote a more interestingnovel than a _

play.

The Cubs starteda more talentedinfield than an

outfield.

For simplicity,we will focus on the interactionof attributiveCD andpseudogappingin this
paper,but the analysis we will develop in Section 4 extends to the constructionsin (i)-(ii)
as well.
8 Readers may object that (7a-d) and (19a-d) are not true minimal pairs because the
identity of the embedded subjects has been changed. We have made this change in order
to avoid the degradationof pseudogappingthat is often associatedwith examples in which
the subjects of the relatedclauses are distinct (see Levin 1986, pp. 35-39, Miller 1992, p.
90). For true minimalpairs, compare(19a-d) with (ia-d), which are structurallyidentical
to (7a-d), and equally as unacceptable.

(i)a.

*Pico wrote a more interestingnovel thanhe wrote a - play.

b.

*Erikdrives a fastercar than he drives a

c.

*Jonesproducedas successful a film as she produceda - play.

d.

*The Cubs starteda more talentedinfield thanthey startedan

motorcycle.

_

outfield.
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According to Pinkham'sanalysis, (19a-d) should be just as unacceptable
as (7a-d).9 As shown by (20), the structurePinkham would assign to
(19a) (ignoring for the moment the properanalysis of the missing verb),
Q-bindingshould violate subjacencyhere.
(20)

Pico wrote a more interestinginovel thanxhe did [NP a [AP Qx

PROi][N play]]
Since the compared elements are not maximally identical, the 'escape
hatch' available to examples like (17) disappears. (19a) is acceptable,
however,indicatingthatthe subjacencyaccountcannotbe maintained.
In addition to providing an empirical argumentagainst the analysis
proposed by Pinkham, the pseudogappingfacts in (19a-d) are important for two additional reasons. First, they reinforce the conclusion that
an ECP-based analysis of attributiveCD is untenable, since they differ
from ill-formed questions like (9a) only in the elision of the main verb.
Second, they demonstratethat the unacceptabilityof examples like (7ad) cannot be explained in terms of semantic 'incommensurability'.This
9 In fact, Pinkham(1985) explicitly marksthe sentences in (ia-e), all of which involve
pseudogapping,as ungrammatical.
(i)a.

They sell bettershirtsthanthey do ties.

b.

Today,she wrote a bettershortstory than she did a poem.

c.

He makes a more convincingHamletthanhe does a Romeo.

d.

He readsbettershort stories thanhe does poems.

e.

I saw bettermovies than I did plays.

Our own research argues against this assessment of the data. Of eleven native speakers
interviewed,ten detected a clear contrastbetween (ia-c) and (iia-e) (which do not involve
pseudogapping),identifying(ia-e) as acceptableand (iia-c) as eithermarginalor unacceptable. (The eleventh informantdid not detect a contrast,claiming instead that all examples
were acceptable.)
(ii)a.

They sell bettershirtsthanthey sell ties.

b.

Today,she wrote a bettershortstory than she wrote a poem.

c.

He makes a more convincingHamletthanhe makes a Romeo.

d.

He readsbettershort storiesthanhe reads poems.

e.

I saw bettermovies than I saw plays.
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type of explanationwould seek to analyze,e.g., (7a) in termsof a semantic
conflict, similar to the conflict involved in examples like (21), that arises
when novels and plays are comparedfor their degree of interest. (This
analysis might, for example, build on the hypothesis that the criteriaused
for evaluatingwhethera novel is interestingmight differ from the criteria
used for plays; see Klein 1991 and Kennedy 1999a for discussions of
incommensurability).
(21)

#Pico's novel is more interestingthan it is long.

While such an approachseems intuitively appealing, the pseudogapping
examples in (19a-d), which make exactly the type of comparisonthat an
incommensurabilityanalysis of attributiveCD would rule out, show that
it is untenable.We thereforeconclude that the constraintson attributive
CD demandan explanationin termsof the syntaxof comparativedeletion,
ellipsis, and attributivemodification.
1.3. Outlineof the Paper
The empirical observationsof the previous two sections are summarized
in the revised descriptivegeneralizationin (22).
(22)

Whensomethinggoes, anythinggoes
Comparativedeletion in attributivecomparativesis possible
only if a constituent that (properly) contains the targeted
AP is also eliminated from the surface representation,or if
pseudogappinghas also applied.

Our purpose in this paper is to constructa principledexplanationof the
puzzling disjunctionin (22). Specifically,we will arguethatthe movement
analysis of attributiveCD presentedand rejectedin Section 1.1 is actually
correctin its basic claim: (7a-d) are ungrammaticalbecause they violate a
constraintthat prohibitsextractionof attributivemodifiers,which we will
continueto referto descriptivelyas the Left BranchCondition(LBC). We
will then show that the interactionof this constraintwith the grammar
of ellipsis, attributivemodification,and pseudogappingderives the generalizationin (22). The structureand primaryclaims of the paper are as
follows.
Section 2 providesinitial empiricalsupportfor this analysis by demonstratingthat in a set of Slavic languages in which questions like (9a) are
acceptable- i.e., languages which do not obey the LBC in interrogatives
- comparativeslike (7a-d) without ellipsis in the comparativeclause are
also well-formed. At the same time, languages that obey the LBC, such
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as Greek and Bulgarian, show exactly the same distributionof facts as
English (modulodifferencesin the types of ellipsis operationsthey allow).
Section 3 develops the analysis by arguing that the LBC should be formulated not in terms of constraintson Logical Form (i.e., the ECP, as in
Corver 1990), thus avoiding the problems discussed in Section 1.1, but
ratherin terms of the principlesof PhonologicalForm, specifically,those
constraintsthatareresponsiblefor certainpied-pipingeffects (i.e., Full Interpretation).Buildingon proposalsin Lasnik(1995), we then show thatif
ellipsis is construedin termsof deletionof syntacticmaterialat PF,the first
partof the disjunctionin (22) follows directly,since the syntacticstructure
that would triggera Left Brancheffect is not partof the PF representation.
Section 4 shows thatthe explanationcan be extendedto include the second
half of the disjunction in (22) by taking a deeper look at the syntax of
attributivemodification.We provide new evidence that the members of
a certain class of attributivemodifiers, which includes comparativesand
other degree constructions,may occur in a position outside DP but within
(an expandedversion of) the nominalprojectionin the PF representation.
As a result, this position can be targetedby pseudogapping,eliminating
the LBC violation in the same way that it is eliminated in other ellipsis
constructions.10

2. ATTRIBUTIVE CD AND LEFT BRANCH EXTRACTION

2.1. The Syntaxof AttributiveModification
The goal of this section is to firmly establish the connection between
attributiveCD and left branch extractions, from both a theoretical and
a descriptiveperspective.In order to do this, we first make concrete our
assumptionsabout the syntax of attributivemodificationgenerally and attributivecomparativesspecifically.First, we follow Abney (1987), Corver
10 A question that we will not attemptto address in this paper concems the empirical

difference between attributiveCD constructions and nominal subdeletion constructions.
While the former fall under the generalizationin (22), the latter do not: as shown by
examples like (4), nominal subdeletion constructionsdo not require any kind of ellipsis
operation in the comparativeclause. Clearly, a full explanationof the contrastbetween,
e.g., (4) and (7a-d) requiresan analysis of nominal subdeletion,something that is beyond
the scope of this paper. It should be observed, however, that facts like these point to a
fundamentaldifference between the syntax of vague determiners(manylmuch,fewllittle,
and theircomparativecounterparts)and attributivemodifiers.While theremay be semantic
reasons to categorize vague determinerswith gradable adjectives (see Klein 1980), the
contrastbetween (4) and (7a-d) indicatesthatthereremainimportantsyntacticdifferences
between these two classes of prenominalexpressions.
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(1990, 1997), Grimshaw(1991), and Kennedy (1999a) in assuming that
adjectivesprojectextendedfunctionalstructureheadedby degree morphology, i.e., a memberof {er/more,less, as, so, too, enough, etc. }. The basic
structureof a comparative'DegP' is shown in (23).
De
(23)
Deg'

Spec

PP

Deg'

Deg

AP

er/more
less
as

A'
A

thanlas [comparativeclause...]

(complements)

Second, we adopt Svenonius's (1992) analysis of the syntax of attributive
modifiersin which the attributiveDegP is left-adjoinedto NP, as shown in
(24).
DP
(24)
NP

D
DegP

NP

Finally, we assume that the constituentheaded by than is base-generated
as shownin (23) and extraposedto a right-adjoinedposition, as in Bresnan
(1973).
Regardingthe syntaxof CD, we will assume a versionof the movement
analysis in which CD involves wh-movementof a phonologically null
DegP (see Kennedy 1999a, b, for extensive discussion and justification
of this assumption, as well as a fully explicit compositional semantics;
see also Chomsky 1977, Klein 1980, and Larson 1988).11As pointed out
I Insteadof positing a null operator,
we could achieve the same result by assumingthat
CD constructionsinvolve movement of an overt DegP, followed by deletion of the lexical
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in Section 1.1, a result of such an assumptionis that the derivationof an
unacceptableattributiveCD constructionsuch as (25) should be exactly
the same (in the relevantrespects) as the derivationof the unacceptable
question in (26).
(25)

*Erikdrivesa moreexpensivecarthanPolly drivesa motorcycle.

(26)

*How expensive does Polly drivea motorcycle?

Specifically,assumingthathow headsa DegP (Corver1990), both (25) and
(26) involve movement of a left-branchDegP out of DP, as illustratedin
(27) and (28).
(27)

*Erikdrives a more expensive car than [Opx Polly drives [DP a
[NP tx [NP motorcycle]]]]

(28)

*How expensivexdoes Polly drive [DP a [NP tx

[NP motorcycle]]]

In Section 1.1, we demonstratedthatthe unacceptabilityof (25) cannotbe
explainedin termsof the ECP.Such an analysiswould predictall instances
of attributiveCD to be ungrammatical,but this predictionis falsified by
the well-formednessof attributiveCD constructionsinvolving ellipsis. It
follows that either the derivationof attributiveCD constructionsis not
parallelto thatof questionslike (26), or thatthe impossibilityof left branch
extractionsin both (25) and (26) should be explained in terms of some
principleotherthanthe ECP.
In the remainderof this section, we will make a case for the latter
conclusion, by demonstratingthat the first conclusion is incorrect.If the
derivationsof (25) and (26) are indeed parallel (as in (27) and (28)), and
if the principlesthat rule out left branchextractionsin questions like (26)
applyequally to attributiveCD constructions,then we expect the following
patternto emergefrom a broadercross-linguisticexaminationof attributive
CD: all other things being equal, languages in which questions like (26)
are well-formed should allow attributivecomparativessuch as (25), while
languages that are like English in ruling out (26) should also rule out
comparativeslike (25). The 'all other things being equal' constraintis
crucial here, since the syntactic structureof expressions of comparison
materialunder local identity with the head of the comparative,a hypothesis considered
and rejectedin Bresnan(1975) (see also Borsley 1981). Since the choice between this sort
of 'local deletion' approachand a null operatorapproachdoes not affect the analysis of
attributiveCD that we will develop in this paper,we adopt the null operatoranalysis for
simplicity. A deletion analysis that avoids Bresnan's objections is presentedin Kennedy
(to appear).
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varies quite extensively across languages (see Stassen 1985 for a survey).
Workingwithin this constraint,however,we do not have to look far to see
that this predictionis correct. Polish, Czech, Greek, and Bulgarianeach
have comparativeconstructionsthat are structurallyquite similarto those
in English, but these languages differ in exactly the way we expect with
respect to the acceptabilityof left branchextractions.
2.2. Left BranchExtractionsand AttributiveCD in Polish and Czech
Unlike English, Polish and Czech permit left branch extraction of attributivemodifiers. This is illustratedby the sentences in (29) and (30),
which show thatquestionsinvolving attributivemodifierscan be constructed in one of two ways: either the full NP can be extracted,as in English
(the (a) examples),or the attributivephrasecan be extractedindependently
of the modified nominal, leaving the latter in its base position (the (b)
examples).
(29)a. Jak dhiga sztukSe
napisalPawel?
how long play wrote Pawel

Polish

b. Jak diuga napisal Pawel sztuke?
how long wrote Pawelplay
How long a play did Pawel write?
(30)a. Jak velke auto Vaiclavkoupil?
how big car Vaclav bought

Czech

b. Jak velke Va'clavkoupil auto?
how big Vaclav boughtcar
How big a car did Vaclavbuy?
If our hypothesis that attributiveCD constructionsinvolve extraction
of a null operatorfrom the same position as the phrases headed by how
in (29b) and (30b) is correct, it follows that Polish and Czech should
differ from English with respect to the acceptability of attributiveCD
constructions.The following set of data verifies this prediction. (31a-b)
are well-formedexamples of attributiveCD in Polish.
(31)a. Jan napisald1u2szylist, niz Pawel napisal sztuke.
Jan wrote longer letter than Pawel wrote play
Jan wrote a longer letterthanPawel wrote a play.
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b. Jan kupil drozszy
samochod,niz Pawe kupil
Jan bought more.expensivecar
than Pawel bought
motocykl.
motorcycle
Janboughta moreexpensivecarthanPawel
boughta motorcycle.
Whileourinformants
consideredthesesentencessomewhatcomplex,they
didnotquestiontheiroverallacceptability.
Czechshowsa similarpattern.
Althoughexamplesin which the verbin the
comparativeclause is the
sameas the matrix,such as (32a), arejudgedto be
a bit awkward,this
effectdisappears
for somespeakerswhentheverbswere
non-identical,
as
in(32b).l2
(32)a. SVaclavkoupil vetsi autonez Tomaskoupil
lod'.
Vaclavboughtbiggercar thanToma's
boughtboat
Vaclavboughta biggercarthanTomasboughta boat.
b. Vaclavkoupilvetsi autonez Tomas
ztratillod'.
Va'clavboughtbiggercar thanToma's
lost boat
Vaclavboughta biggercarthanTomaslost a boat.
Overall,
ourinformants
wereunitedin claimingthattheseexamples,while
complex,
are grammatical.The perceivedawkwardness
in the cases in
which
the sameverbappearsin the matnxand
comparative
is arguably
due
to the factthatthereis a strongpreferenceto leave
as muchmaterial
out
of thecomparative
clauseas possible.Forallinformants,
comparatives
in
whichthe embeddedverbis gapped,as in (33)-(34),
wereidentifiedas
more
naturalthantheircounterparts
in (31a)and(32a).
(33)

JannapisaNdluzszy
list, niz Pawe}sztuk¢.
Janwrote longer letterthanPawelplay
Janwrotea longerletterthanPawel(did)a play.

Polish

12In contrast, our Polish informants did not
detect a noticeable difference between
examples
(31), in which the verbs are the same, and (i), in
which they are distinct.
(i)

Jan kupit drozszy

samochodniz Pawe sprzedaRmotocykl.

Janboughtmore.expensive
car

thanPawelsold

motorcycle

(lit. *Janbought a more expensive car than
Pawel sold a motorcycle.)
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(34)

Va'clavkoupil vetsi auto nez Tomaslod'.
Vaclav boughtbigger car than Tomas'boat
Vaclav bought a bigger car than Tomas(did) a boat.

Czech

These facts are reminiscentof the effect of pseudogappingon attributive
CD in English, a point made by our glosses of the Slavic sentences(which
reflect the fact that pseudogappingis more naturalthan gapping in comparativesin English, thoughgappingis possible; see Hankamer1979). The
crucialdifferenceis thatin English,attributivecomparativesthatdo not undergo gappingor pseudogapping(or some otherkind of ellipsis operation)
are uniformly unacceptable,regardlessof the natureof the verbs.13 Our
conclusion is thatwhile the interactionof verb identityand the availability
of gapping may affect the naturalnessof comparativeslike (31)-(34) in
these languages (if gapping is an option, then sentences in which it applies are preferredto sentences in which it does not), the judgments of
our informantsclearly indicate that attributiveCD constructions,like the
correspondingquestionsin (29b)-(30b), are well-formed.
2.3. LeftBranchExtractionsand AttributiveCD in Greekand Bulgarian
Greek and Bulgarian contrast with Czech and Polish in not permitting
extractionof attributivemodifiers,patterninginstead with English in this
respect.This is illustratedby the contrastbetween the (a) and (b) sentences
in (35)-(36), which shows that wh-movementof an attributiveDegP must
carryalong the modifiedNP.
(35)a. Poso megalo aftokinitoagoraseo Petros?
how big
car
bought the Petros

Greek

b. *Poso megalo agoraseo Petrosena aftokinito?
how big
bought thePetros a car
How big a car did Petrosbuy?
13 If verb identity has any effect in English, then it is the opposite of the effect it has in
Polish and Czech: sentences in which the verbs are non-identical,such as (i) and (ii), are,
if anything,less acceptablethan examples in which the verbs are the same (such as those
discussed in Section 1.2).
(i)

*Johnwrote a more interestingnovel than Alex read a play.

(ii)

*Johnbought a more expensive car than Alex sold a boat.
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kola kupi Ivan?
(36)a. Kolko skipa
how expensivecar boughtIvan

Bulgarian

kupi Ivan kola?
b. *Kolko skipa
how expensiveboughtIvan car
How expensive a car did Ivanbuy?
If attributiveCD obeys the same constraintsas questions like (35)-(36),
then Greek and Bulgarianshould patternwith English ratherthan Polish
and Czech with regardto the well-formednessof attributivecomparatives.
This is indeed the case. The examples in (37a-b) show that attributive
CD in Greek cannot target only the correspondingAP (DegP) in the
comparativeclause.
o
(37)a. * 0 Petros agorase ena megalitero aftokinito apoti
car
than+what the
the Petros bought a bigger
Giannis agoraseena dzip.
Giannisbought a jeep
(lit. *Petrosbought a bigger car thanGiannisbought a jeep.)
i Roxani
b. *I Annadhiavaseena megaliteroarthroapoti
article than+ what the Roxani
theAnna read
a bigger
dhiavaseena vivlio.
a book
read
(lit. *Annaread a longer articlethan Roxaniread a book.)
Rudin (1984a) shows thatBulgarianobeys the same constraint:14
ti imas kusta.
(38)a. *Az imampo-goljamapartamenotkolkoto
I have bigger
apartmentthan+how.muchyou have house
(lit. *I have a bigger apartmentthanyou have a house.)
14 Rudin (1984a) presentsthe contrastbetween (38) and (40) below (her (8a-b)) as one

of severalpieces of evidence (makinga connectionto Pinkham's(1985) observations)that
comparativesin Bulgarianhave essentially the same structuralpropertiesas comparatives
in English.
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b. *Ivan napisa po-dobar roman otkokoto
Sa'sa napisa
Ivan wrote better
novel than+how.muchSasha wrote
drama.
play
(lit. *Ivan wrote a more successful novel than Sasha wrote a
play.)
The similarityamong Bulgarian,Greek, and English is not limited to
the unacceptabilityof the sentences in (37) and (38), however.As pointed
out to us by AnastasiaGiannakidou,the eliminationof more materialin
the comparativeclause than just the attributiveDegP has the surprising
effect of 'saving' attributiveCD, just as in English. For example, (39a-b)
show that attributiveCD in Greek is well-formedwhen a constituentthat
containsthe targetedAP is also eliminated,while (39c) shows thatjust the
attributiveAP can be eliminated when gapping has also applied (Greek
does not have pseudogapping).
(39)a. 0 Petrosagoraseena megaliteroaftokinitoapoti
agorase
car
than+ what bought
the Petrosbought a bigger
o Giannis.
the Giannis
Petrosbought a bigger car than Giannisbought.
o
b. 0 Petros agorase ena megalitero aftokinito apoti
the Petros bought a bigger
car
that+what the
Giannis.
Giannis

Petrosboughta bigger car thanGiannis(did).
o
c. 0 Petros agorase ena megalitero aftokinito apoti
the Petros bought a bigger
car
than+what the
Giannis

ena dzip.

Giannis a jeep
Petrosbought a bigger car than Giannisdid a jeep.
The examples in (40a-c) illustratesimilareffects in Bulgarian:both elimination of a constituentthat (properly)contains the attributiveDegP (in
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(40a) and (40b)) and gapping(in (40c)) have the same effect in Bulgarian
thatthe correspondingoperationshave in Greekand English.
ti imas.
(40)a. Az imam po-goljam apartamenotkolkoto
apartmentthan+how.muchyou have
I have bigger
I have a bigger apartmentthanyou have.
Sa'sa.
b. Ivan napisapo-dobarromanotkolkoto
Ivan wrote better novel than+how.muchSasha
Ivan wrote a more successful novel than Sasha (did).
Sasa drama.
c. Ivan napisapo-dobarromanotkolkoto
Ivan wrote better novel than+how.muchSashaplay
Ivan wrote a more successful novel than Sasha (did) a play.

2.4. Summary
There are two conclusions to be drawn from the facts discussed in this
section. First, they provide a compelling arrayof empiricalevidence that
the derivationof attributiveCD constructionsinvolves wh-movementof
a left branchmodifier and that the constraintson attributiveCD and whextractionof attributivemodifiers are the same (Borsley 1981 reaches a
similar conclusion on the basis of a study of Polish equatives). Second,
they show that the option of 'bypassing' these constraintswhen ellipsis has applied does not representa peculiarityof English grammar,but
mustinsteadreflecta more fundamentalcross-linguisticproperty.But what
propertyis this, and how does it have the effect of saving the derivations
of sentences thatthe Left BranchConditionshould, in principle,rule out?
In orderto answerthese questions, we must take a closer look both at the
formulationof the Left BranchConditionand at the natureof ellipsis.

3. THE LEFT BRANCH CONDITION, ELLIPSIS, AND PHONOLOGICAL
FORM

3.1. TheLeftBranch Conditionholds at PJ, not at LF
In Section 1.1, we presented an analysis of attributivecomparativesin
terms of the Left Branch Condition (LBC) that we claimed was inadequate.This approachbuilt on the hypothesis,developedmost extensively
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in Corver(1990), thatthe LBC shouldbe formulatedin termsof the Empty
CategoryPrinciple(ECP). Corver'sanalysis is arguablythe most successful attemptto date to reduce the LBC to other principlesof the grammar,
and it succeeds in assimilatingthe ill-formednessof attributivecomparatives like (41) to questions like (42) (a result that the conclusions of the
previous section demand),as both involve the same sort of A' dependency.
(41)

*Pico wrote a more interestingnovel than [Opi Brio wrote a t,
play]

(42)

*How interestingidid Brio write a t1 play?

Unfortunately,as we have already observed, this analysis fails to explain the well-formednessof examples involving ellipsis, such as the case
of VP-deletionin (43).
(43)

Pico wrote a more interestingnovel thanBrio did.

Assuming that elided materialis fully specified at Logical Form (as in,
e.g., Fiengo and May 1994), this example shouldhave the LF in (44).
(44)

Pico wrote a more interestingnovel than [Opi Brio did write a
ti novel]

This representationis structurallyequivalent,in the relevantrespects, to
both (41) and (42): the comparativeoperatorbinds the attributiveDegP
position inside the (elided) DP. The problem is that if grammaticalconstraintshold only at the interfacelevels (Chomsky 1995) and,in particular,
if the ECP holds only at LF, then the predictionof the analysisis that (44)
should also violate the ECP,and (43) should be unacceptable.
In short,if the unacceptabilityof comparativeslike (41) and questions
like (42) is due to the same factors in both cases - a hypothesis that the
cross-linguistic data presentedin Section 2 strongly support- then the
well-formednessof the cases involving ellipsis clearly indicatesthatthese
factors cannot be stated in terms of LF representations.Maintainingthe
assumptionthat the only levels of representationavailablefor statingsuch
constraintsare LF and PF, we are forced to the conclusion that the principles underlyingthe Left BranchConditionmust be formulatedin terms
of PF representations.
One approachto such constraints,common in phonology and in earlier
syntactic work, uses specific filters on representations(see, e.g., Perlmutter's 1971 and Chomsky and Lasnik's 1977 analyses of COMP-trace
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effects). For example,a formulationof the Left BranchConditionin terms
of the filter in (45), where X is a variableover lexical items, rules out PF
representationsthat include an empty DegP node in attributiveposition
when NP has lexical content.15
(45)

[NP [DegP t ] [NP X,]]

This analysis is empiricallysuperiorto the ECP account, because it successfully rules out both (41) and (42), while allowing the variousforms in
(43) (since none of these examples contain NPs with lexical content, the
structuraldescriptionof the filter is not satisfied). There are a numberof
reasons for rejectinga formulationof the Left BranchConditionin terms
of a filterlike (45), however.In additionto its lack of integrationinto any
theoreticalstructure,and its obvious ad hoc nature,thereis a clear empirical argumentagainstit: it fails to accountfor the effect of pseudogapping
on attributiveCD. The structurein (46b), for example, clearly violates the
filterin (45), yet (46a) is perfectlyacceptable.
(46)a. Pico wrote a more interestingnovel thanhe did a play.
b. Pico wrote a more interestingnovel than [Opi he did [DP a [NP
[DegP t]i [NP play]]]]

More recentwork within the MinimalistProgramhas soughtto formulate constraintson PF representationsin terms of more generalprinciples
of grammar;of particularimportancehere is the role of Full Interpretation
(see, in particular,Chomsky 1995, pp. 261-264 for discussion). Essentially, Full Interpretation(FI) requiresall symbols in a particularinterface
representationto have interpretationswith respect to that interface.In the
case of LF representations,Fl requiresall expressionsto have a semantic
value; in the case of PF representations,Fl requires(at least) all terminal
nodes to have a phonological value. In the Late-insertionmodel of Halle
and Marantz(1993), the notion of 'having a phonological value' is implemented in terms of the presence or absence in the lexicon of lexical items
instantiatingthe featuralcombinations on syntactic objects. The syntax
feeds the PF interface by supplying the latter with (an ordered set of)
feature bundles which the morphologymust then make sense of, namely
by finding lexical items that correspondto the various feature combinations and insertingthe items underthe relevantnodes, which may then be
15 In its basic respects,this analysis mirrorsPinkham'ssubjacencyaccount,discussed in
Section 1.2. It also suffers from the same problems as Pinkham'sanalysis, as we will see
below.
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pronounced.(Clearly,actualpronunciationis too narrowa notion here, as
phoneticallynull heads may or may not be able to realize certainfeatures;
this is determinedby the lexicon of a particularlanguage.) If the lexicon
lacks an item for a node with a particularfeaturespecification,the derivation crashes:the PF representationis 'uninterpretable'in exactly the sense
describedabove, violating Fl.
We propose that the constraintson the extraction of left branch attributivemodifiers should be formulatedin exactly these terms. Specifically, we claim that the locus of Left Brancheffects with attributiveDegPs
is an uninterpretablefeaturecombinationcreatedby agreementbetween a
[+wh] DegP andthe head of the nominalconstituentin which it originates.
The details of this proposal can be illustratedby consideringthe case of
unacceptablequestions such as (42).
Accordingto Corver(1990) and Giorgi and Longobardi(1991), extraction from a nominal constituentXP must proceed via the highest specifier
of XP (see also Shlonsky 1991, Aissen 1996 and Merchant 1996). In
the case of movement of a [+wh] DegP from attributiveposition, this
constraintforces movement throughSpecDP (see Hendrick 1990 for essentially the same proposal). Assuming that spec-head agreementtakes
place between a functional head and its specifier (see Webelhuth 1992,
Chung 1994), the [+wh] feature on DegP is passed to the head of DP,
derivingthe structureshown in (47).
DP
(47)
De

[+wh]

howinteresting Dt+whj
a

NP
ti play

Subsequentextractionof DegP, as in (42), does not alterthe featurevalues
in DP, leading to a PF representationin which thereis an occurrenceof the
[+wh] featureon Do. Such a representation,we claim, is uninterpretable,
because thereis no Do element of English vocabularythat can be inserted
into this context.'6 Since Full Interpretationrequiresall symbols in the PF
16 It may be objected that English does have a [+wh] DO element, namely which, yet
insertingthis expression into, e.g., (42) does not change its acceptability:
(i)

*How interestingidid Brio write which ti play?
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representationto have a phonologicalinterpretation(instantiatedby lexical
insertion),the derivationcrashes,and the sentence is ungrammatical.
Fortunately,the grammarprovidesa mechanismfor avoidingthis result.
The entire DP may be 'pied-piped'along with DegP, as in (48), with the
resultthatthe [+wh] featureon Do (as well as DegP) is checkedin SpecCP
and eliminatedfrom the representation.
(48)

[how interestingia ti play]j did Brio write tj

In this way, pied-piping (and subsequent feature checking/elimination)
avoids the problems of lexical insertionthat arise when the DP remains
in situ.17
In essence, we are claiming thatthe impossibility of extractionof leftbranch attributivemodifiers in English is a consequence of the possible
realizations of functional heads, ratherthan the role of an arbitraryfilter such as the one in (45). If the locus of cross-linguistic variationis
In Section 4.2, we will provideevidence that the functionalhead involved in the PF violation is actually not D0, but rathera functionalhead above D0 that is partof the extended
projectionof certain nominals. Since the empiricaljustification for this assumptionrelies
on a set of pseudogappingfactsthatwe discuss in Section 4.2, we ask the readerto makethe
temporarysimplifying assumptionthatD0 is the locus of the Full Interpretationviolation.
17 An anonymous reviewer points out that our proposal would seem to (incorrectly)
predict that a multiple wh-questionlike (i) should be ill-formed, since the embeddedDP
how expensivea car has not raisedat PF, and so has not eliminatedthe illicit [+wh] feature
on D0.
(i)

Who boughthow expensive a car?

We see two potential explanationsfor the acceptabilityof (i). One possibility is that the
embedded DP has moved and checked features, but that the upper copy ratherthan the
lower has been deleted to satisfy the constraintthatEnglish have only one overt wh-phrase
in SpecCP;this approachto multiplewh-questionsis discussed in Pesetsky 1998a,b.
A second possibility builds on the principles of Optimality Theory and explains the
acceptability of (i) in terms of violable constraints. While Full Interpretationmay be
inviolable, spec-head agreementmight not be. (That spec-head agreementis violable in
English is suggested by the fact that successive cyclic movement of wh-phrasesthrough
SpecCP does not requireintermediate[+wh] complementizers.)If spec-headagreementis
violable, then we get the following result. The best option in any derivationinvolving a
[+wh] attributiveDegP is to obey spec-head agreement,forcing D0 to pick up the [+wh]
feature on an invertedDegP, and then to remove this feature by raising the entire DP to
SpecCP.In contexts like (i), however,where movement of DP is impossible (because of a
higherrankingconstraint- in this case whateveris responsiblefor superiorityeffects), the
optimal derivationis one that violates spec-head agreementby not transferringthe [+wh]
feature on DegP to D0. While it is clear that either account would need to be justified
by future research, what is importantfor our purposes is that they indicate that there are
mechanismsfor dealing with (i) withinthe general frameworkwe have outlinedhere.
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determinedby the functional inventory,as argued in Chomsky (1995),
this analysis provides the basis for a principledexplanationof the crosslinguistic differences in LBC sensitivity presentedin Section 2 (see also
Ross 1967 and Grosu 1974). Whatmakes Polish and Czech differentfrom
English, Greek, and Bulgarianis the arrayof functionalelements in their
respective lexicons. This proposal can be implementedin two ways. The
simplest hypothesis is that the formerlanguages contain (phonologically
null) functionalheadsthatsupportthe combinationof featureswhich result
from spec-headagreementin the extendednominalprojection;the latterdo
not. Alternatively,we could adopt Corver's(1990, pp. 331-333) proposal
that nominals in Polish and Czech lack a DP projectionentirely, and are
instead 'bare' NPs. If this is correct,then the explanationfor the absence
of Left Brancheffects in Polish and Czech is not thatthese languageshave
functionalmorphemesthat English, Greek, and Bulgarianlack, but rather
that the problem of inserting such a nonexistentmorphemesimply never
arises.
The second approachhas the obvious advantageof not having to posit
a phonologically null morphemein Polish and Czech just to account for
these facts. However, since our basic analysis of Left Branch effects is
consistent with either implementation,we will not take a stand here on
which is the correctone. Whatis importantto point out is thatundereither
implementation,our analysis of LBC effects capturesthe typological differences among these languages with respect to the acceptabilityof left
branchextractionsin terms of differences in their functionalinventories,
and not in-termsof some parameterthat either turnsthe LBC on or off or
regulatesfeaturepercolationin some arbitraryway.18
It should be clear that the formulationof the LBC presentedhere also
supportsan explanationof the unacceptabilityof attributivecomparatives
such as (41) in languageslike English, Greek,and Bulgarian.The analysis
is identical to thatof (42). The [+wh] attributiveDegP - here the compar18 An analysis in which percolationor feature-passingis hypothesizedto occur in some
languages (e.g., English) but not in others (e.g., Polish) is clearly wrong, since Polish has
the option of pied-piping,as seen in (29a) above.Whetherthe pied-pipingoption is actually
taken or not depends on extragrammaticalfactors:topicality,focus-backgroundstructure,
etc., just as the choice between pied-pipingand prepositionstrandingin English is largely
determinedby such factors (see Takami 1992 for an extensive survey). The role of the
grammaris simply to determine whether certain movements are, or are not, available;
here, we reduce this to a differencein the functionaldomainof the lexicon. (Polish, unlike
English, is not requiredto pied-pipebecause movementof an attributivemodifierdoes not
result in an uninterpretablefeaturecombinationin the functionalmorphology).Note that
we are not denying the existence of featurepercolationin general, we are simply claiming
thattypological variationin left-branchextractionsshould not be accountedfor in termsof
a 'percolationparameter'.
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ative operator,ratherthana DegP headedby how - moves throughSpecDP
on its way to SpecCP,as shown in (49); as a result, the [+wh] featureon
the comparativeoperatoris transferredto Do via spec-headagreement.
(49)

*Pico wrote a more interestingnovel than [cp Opi Brio wrote [DP
ti a[+wh] [NP ti play]]]

(49), however,is an ill-formedPF representationfor the same reason that
(48) is: the [+wh] feature on Do is uninterpretable.The representation
thereforeviolates Full Interpretation,and the derivationcrashes.
A question that this analysis immediatelyraises is the following: why
don't attributivecomparativestake advantageof the pied-piping strategy
adopted in questions to eliminate the uninterpretable[+wh] feature on
D0?19That such a strategyis unavailableis clearly demonstratedby the
unacceptabilityof comparativeslike (50a-b).
(50)a. *Pico wrote a more interestingnovel thana play Brio wrote.
b. *TheCubs starteda moretalentedinfieldthanan outfieldthe Sox
started.
Of course, these facts are simply one manifestationof the largergeneralization that null operatorsdo not pied-pipelexical material(see Browning
19 While the facts in (50a-b) appearto indicatethat attributiveCD constructionsdo not
allow pied-piping, we have already seen that pied-piping may be possible in attributive
comparativesin which only a DP is missing, such as (i), though not in examples in which
largerconstituentsare missing (see note 5).

(i)

Pico wrote a more interestingnovel thanBrio wrote.

If examples like (i) are derivedby raising the entireDP in which the comparativeoperator
originates to SpecCP and deleting it under identity with the DP in the matrix clause (see
note 11), the uninterpretable[+wh] D0 would be removedfrom the PF representationin the
same way that it is eliminated in how-questions.Whetherexamples like (i) are derivedin
this way or throughsome kind of DP-ellipsis operationis not a question we will attemptto
answerhere, since our proposalsare compatiblewith eitherapproach.It should be pointed
out, however, that a 'pied-piping plus local deletion' analysis is more appealing than an
ellipsis analysis in at least one respect: it does not conflict with the fact that there is no
independentellipsis operationin English that targetsDPs.
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1987 and Grosu 1994 for discussion). This is illustratedby the relative
clauses in (51) and (52).
(51)a. the editor [to whom Pico gave his novel]
b. *the editor [to (that)Pico gave his novel]
(52)a. the editor [whose books Pico admires]
b. *the editor ['s books (that)Pico admires]
The unacceptabilityof (5ib) and (52b) demonstratesthat the null relative
operator,unlike the overt operatorsin (51a) and (52a), cannot pied-pipe
additionallexical material.Assumingthatthe same principlesthatrule out
(5 lb) and (52b) prohibitpied-pipingin (50a-b) as well, the unavailability
of pied-piping in attributivecomparativescan be explained in terms of
more generalpropertiesof null operators.
Althoughthe pied-pipingstrategyis not availablein the derivationof attributivecomparatives,thereis anotheroption open to languagesthatneed
to find some way to eliminatethe uninterpretable[+wh] featureintroduced
by the comparativeoperator:eliminationof the constituentcontainingthe
offending feature from the PF representation.It is to this option that we
now turn.
3.2. Ellipsis is Deletion
Our goal in this section is to show that the 'healing' effect of ellipsis on
the derivationof attributiveCD constructionsfollows directly from the
analysis of Left Branch effects presented in the previous section, if we
adopt a particularhypothesisaboutthe natureof ellipsis: ellipsis involves
deletion of syntactic structurefrom the phonological representation.This
hypothesis has a long history in generativegrammar,stretchingback to
early transformationalwork on VP-deletion and other types of 'surface
anaphora'(see Hankamerand Sag 1976 for an overview), and has been
revived in recent work by Chomsky and Lasnik (1993) and especially
Tancredi(1992) and Merchant(1999).
For concreteness, we will adopt the following assumptionsabout the
mechanics of ellipsis. Certainheads (e.g., INFL or negation in the case
of VP-deletion; see Potsdam 1997, 1998) may assign a feature to their
complements, which we will refer to as e. This feature provides different instructions to the two interface components. At the LF interface,
it requires that an identity relation hold between the markedconstituent
and some other constituentin the discourse (the nature of this relation
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is immaterialhere; it might be structural,as in, e.g., Sag's 1976 notion
of alphabetic variance, Rooth's 1992 redundancyrelation 1, and Fiengo
and May's 1994 reconstruction,or semantic, as in Merchant's 1999 eGIVENneSS).At the PF-interfacethe e featureis interpretedas an instruction
to delete. 'Deletion' can be construedin one of two ways: either as the
complete elimination of a constituent from the representation,or as an
instructionto the PF/morphologyinterface to forgo lexical insertion (as
proposed in Wilder 1995; cf. Wasow 1972, Williams 1977, Fiengo and
May 1994). We will adopt the second option here, though our analysis is
completely compatiblewith the former.20
Withthis background,it shouldbe clear thatellipsis providesan alternative to pied-pipingas a strategyfor avoidingthe PF violation underlying
LBC effects. Let us again take the case of VP-deletionin attributivecomparativesas a focus. Accordingto the assumptionsmade so far,an example
like (53) involves extraction of the comparativeoperatorfrom DP in a
mannerthat is completely parallel to the extractionsin the unacceptable
attributivecomparative(41) and wh-question(42). In particular,because
the comparativeoperatormoves throughSpecDP,its [+wh] featureshould
be passed on to Do, as shown in (54).
(53)

Pico wrote a more interestingnovel thanBrio did.

(54)

Pico wrote a more interestingnovel than OpiBrio did write [t1'
a[+whI ti novel]

If the representationin (54) were sent directly to PF without additional
manipulations,the unchecked [+wh] feature on Do would trigger a Full
Interpretationviolation, and the derivationwould crash, as it does in (41)
and (42). (54) is not the PF representationof (53), however;if it were, the
elided VP would be pronounced.Instead,the PF of (53) is (55), in which
the VP headed by write is deleted (struck-throughtext indicates deletion,
i.e., the nodes thatbearthe e feature).
(55)

Pico wrote a more interestingnovel than OpiBrio did writevtL
f[+wh]

-i

novel]

Since deletion (accordingto the principlesoutlined above) blocks lexical
insertion,the searchfor the unavailable[+wh] Do item is not initiated.As a
20 We are glossing over certain technical details here concerning how the c feature is
passed down to the individualnodes to preventlexical insertion,assumingthat the feature
must be present on the heads themselves. In particular,this operationmust occur after
any extractions,to ensure that elements that have been removed from the ellipsis site are
pronounced.See Wilder(1995), Merchant(1999) for discussion.
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result,the violation of Full Interpretationthatarises in attributivecomparativesthatdo not involve ellipsis is avoided,andthe derivationsuccessfully
converges at PF. In this way, ellipsis achieves the same results as piedpiping: it has the effect of eliminatingan uninterpretableexpression from
the PF representation.21
Although we have focused primarily on examples involving VPdeletion, the same role is played by the other ellipsis operationsinvolved
in attributivecomparatives.For example, in Greek and Bulgarian(given
in (56) and (57), respectively), which do not have VP-deletion, a parallel
role is played by comparativestripping(English, of course, also has this
option; see Hankamer1973):22
(56)

0 Petros agorase ena megalitero aftokinito apoti
o
the Petros bought a bigger
car
than+what the
Giannis.
Giannis.NoM

Petrosbought a bigger car thanGiannis.
21 Essentially the same type of proposal is made in Lasnik's (1995) analysis of
pseudogappingto license movement of direct objects to SpecAgroP without movement
of VOto AgroO.Lasnik assumes that verb movementis motivatedby a strong featureon
V0, which is an uninterpretablePF object. Since the verb is deleted in pseudogapping
constructions,however,the Fl violation thattypically arises withoutovert verb movement
is bypassed.
22 These cases clearly instantiate a kind of clausal ellipsis, not a prepositionalthanclause (see Hankamer1973). This can be seen firstby the fact that the remnantDP in the
than-clauseis nominative.In addition,both Greekand Bulgariandistinguishalso between
prepositionalthan (Greek apo, literally 'from', Bulgarianot, also 'from') and the subordinatorfound in clausal comparatives,which is formed from the prepositionalthan and
a wh-element (Greek apoti < apo 'from' + oti 'the which' (see Triantaphyllidis1996, p.
399); Bulgarianotkolkoto < ot 'from' + kolko 'how (much)' + to (relativizer)(see Rudin
1984a,b; Slawski 1962: 121)). For example, the prepositionalapo in Greek obligatorily
assigns the accusative,and cannot co-occur with clausal complements:
(i)

(ii)

0 Petros ine megaliterosapo {ton Gianni,*o Giannis}.
the P.NOM is bigger
than the G.ACC, the G.NOM
Petros is bigger than Giannis.

0 Petros ine megaliteros {apoti,
*apo} ine o Giannis.
the P.NoM is bigger
than+what than is the G.NOM
Petros is bigger than Giannisis.
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Ivan napisapo-dobarromanotkolkoto
Sasa.
Ivan wrote better novel than+how.muchSasha
Ivan wrote a more successful novel than Sasha.

Recall from the discussion in Section 2.4 that attributivecomparatives
without some kind of ellipsis were unacceptablein both Greek and Bulgarian,just as they are in English. The reason that strippingin (56)-(57)
rendersthe Greek and Bulgariancomparativesgrammaticalis the same as
in English: deletion blocks lexical insertion of uninterpretableelements,
bypassinga violation of Fl and a PF crash.
3.3. Summary
To summarize, we have demonstratedthat an analysis of Left Branch
effects in terms of (uninterpretable)PF representations,together with an
analysis of ellipsis as deletion of material from the PF representation,
accounts for the descriptive generalizationin (58) (see (12) in Section
1.1).23

23 In fact, the analysis presentedhere makes the broaderpredictionthat ellipsis should
eliminateLeft Branch effects not just in comparatives,but in other environmentsas well.
As discussed extensively in Merchant(1999), this is correct for sluicing (wh-movement
followed by IP-deletion),as in (i).
(i)

Alex bought an expensive car, but I don't know [how expensive]i
Ale

A16--.,alf

It! a t_eatt

A reviewernotes, however, that a similar acceptabilityis not found with wh-extraction
from an elided VP, supplying data similarto (ii) and (iii), illustratingan apparentcontrast
between left branchextractionfrom a deleted VP and pied-piping:
(ii)

*Alex bought an expensive car, but I don't know [how expensive]i Ben did
fvp bu[4 ti a ti car]].

(iii)

Alex bought an expensive car, but I don't know [how expensive a car]i Ben
did tfp buy-tr3.

However,8 of the 10 speakerswe have elicitedjudgmentson this pairfrom found very little
contrastat all, judging both variantsunacceptable.While we do not have an explanation
for the unacceptabilityof these examples, the well-formednessof (i) suggests thatit is due
to a specific propertyof VP-deletion(such as a strongerparallelismor identityrequirement
than thatimposed by sluicing) ratherthan a Left Brancheffect.
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Wheneverythinggoes, anythinggoes
Comparativedeletion in attributivecomparativesis possible
only if a constituent that (properly)contains the targetedAP
is also eliminatedfrom the surfacerepresentation.

Before moving to the next section, it should be pointed out that an analysis of ellipsis as a proform with no internal structure(see, e.g., Chao
1988, Lobeck 1995, Hardt 1993; cf. Miller 1992), togetherwith our analysis of LBC effects, would also derive the generalizationin (58). Since
such analyses posit zero structureinside the elided constituent,the elided
comparativeswould not contain the uninterpretablefeature combination
that triggers a crash at PF (precisely this type of analysis is pursued in
Kennedy and Merchant 1997, 1999). The main difficulty with such an
approach,however,is accountingfor constituentswith origin sites internal
to the ellipsis site, such as the comparativeoperatoror the relative clause
operatorin antecedent-containeddeletion constructions,whose presenceis
demonstratedby sensitivities to constraintson movement.The only clear
solution to this problemis the one proposed by HaYk(1987), who argues
thatthe ellipsis site itself is the origin site for extractedmaterial.However,
given currenttheoretical assumptions, in which even subjects originate
within VP, such an account is not feasible, since it would require that
multipleelements have the same origin site. This problemis illustratedin
a particularlyacute fashion by the pseudogappingexample in (59), where
the object has been extractedby wh-movement,the subjectby movement
to SpecIP,and the PP by scrambling(see below).
(59)

We know what Alex will say to Beth, but we don't know whati
Bethj will vMty -sayt tI to Alexk!

The deletion analysis avoids these problems, since an elided VP is structurallyidentical to an overt one throughoutthe derivation,up to the point
of lexical insertion.Moreover,as we will see in the next section, the interactionof pseudogappingand attributiveCD provides a second type of
argumentin favorof the analysis of ellipsis we have presentedhere.
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4. PSEUDOGAPPING AND ATTRIBUTIVE MODIFHCATION

4.1. ThePuzzle of Pseudogapping in AttributiveCD
Pseudogappingis the name given in Levin (1986), the first systematic
evaluationof this domain of data, to a constructionthat had been only
sporadicallydiscussed in the literaturebeforehand (Sag 1976 contains
some examples, for instance). Examples of this phenomenonare given in
(60a-f).

(60)a. I eat pizza, but I don't seafood.
b. Abby won't listen to her teachers,but she will to her parents.
c. His idea might not seem crazy to you, but it does to me.
d. I want to live with a man more thanI do with a woman. [Levin
1986, p. 65]
e. Lucy had talked about Hungarianmusic before Martin did
aboutBakunin.
f.

I respecthim an awful lot, andI knowhe does me. [Levin 1986,
p. 84]

In each case, somethingless thanan entireVP is missing;put anotherway,
some proper subpartof a VP, along with an auxiliary verb, is left over.
We will refer to this 'left-over' constituentas the remnant.Recent studies
have been nearly unanimousin analyzing pseudogappingas a species of
VP-deletion supplementedby some mechanism to rescue the remnant,
following early work by Kuno (1981) (but see Sag 1976, Levin 1986,
and Miller 1992 for alternativeviews). For example, Jayaseelan (1990)
proposes that the remnantis derived by Heavy XP Shift, Lasnik (1995)
claims that it is the result of (case-driven)A-movement to the specifier
of an agreementprojection, and Johnson (1997) argues that it is the target of scrambling.For simplicity, we will follow Jayaseelanand Johnson
in assuming that the remnantis right-adjoinedto the VP, though neither
the exact nature of the mechanisms deriving this configurationnor the
particularlanding site is material to our argument;what is importantis
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that pseudogappingtargets verb phrases, as claimed by Kuno. The PF
representationassigned to (60), for example, is (61).

(61)

I eat pizza, but ...
IP

I'

DPsubj

I

VP

I

don't

VP

DPremnant

seafood

fsubj

y

tremnnant

Given these assumptionsabout pseudogapping,togetherwith the analysis developed in Section 3, the acceptability of the attributiveCD
constructionsin (62a-d) is quite surprising.

(62)a. Pico wrote a more interestingnovel than he did a play.
b. Erikdrives a more expensive car thanhe does a motorcycle.
c. Jones producedas successful a film as she did a play.
d. The Cubs started a more talented infield than they did an
outfield.
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The problem presentedby these sentences can be illustratedby considering the tree in (63), which correspondsto the PF representationof the
comparativeclause in (62d), given our assumptionsso far.
CP

(63)
opi

C'
IP

C

it

DPsXbj

they

I

did

VP

F

DPremnan

D'

D'

tsubj

V

tremnant

D[+wh]

an

NP

ti outfield

Since the remnantDP is outside the domain of ellipsis, the [+wh] feature
that occurs on Do as a result of spec-head agreementwith the extracted comparativeoperatorshould remain in the PF representation.But if
the unacceptabilityof left branchextractionsis due to an uninterpretable
[+wh] featureon Do, as we arguedin Section 3.1, (62d) should be just as
unacceptableas its non-pseudogappedcounterpartin (64).
(64)

*The Cubs starteda more talented infield than they startedan
outfield.

According to our earlier claims, (64) is ungrammaticalprecisely because the DP from which the comparativeoperatoris extractedhas a PF
representationlike the remnantDP in (63). On the surface,then, the sentences in (62a-d) appearto be as problematicfor our analysisas they were
for Pinkham's(1982) subjacency-basedaccount(see the discussionin Section 1.2, and cf. Kennedy and Merchant 1997, 1999, where these facts
are used (incorrectly,we now believe) to motivatea non-deletionanalysis
of ellipsis). There is an another possibility, however: the representation
in (63) could be incorrect. In particular,if it were the case (i) that the
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uninterpretable[+wh] featureintroducedby movementof the comparative
operatorwere not on Do, but ratheron some other functionalhead above
DP, and (ii) that this constituentbut not DP were included in the ellipsis
site, then the contrastbetween, e.g., (62d) and (64) could be explained in
the following way. In the formercase, butnot the latter,the uninterpretable
[+wh] featureis removed from the PF-representation.In the next section
we presentempiricalevidence that supportsboth of these hypotheses.
4.2. TheSyntaxof AttributiveModification(revised)
The externalsyntaxof attributivemodifiersis notoriouslydifficult,andit is
not our intentionhere to go deeply into any particularanalysis, as most of
this literatureis concernedwith identifyingthe base position of DegPs (see
Svenonius 1992, Cinque 1993 and Kester 1996 for recent approachesand
references).Our concern, rather,is with the position of 'inverted'DegPs,
such as those in (65) and (66) (see Bolinger 1972, Bresnan 1973, Woisetschlaeger 1981, Abney 1987, Bowers 1987, Baker 1989, Corver 1990,
Hendrick1990), since we have claimed thatit is from this position thatthe
uninterpretable[+wh] featureinvolved in LBC effects is transferredto a
functionalhead in the nominalprojection.
(65)a. [How interestinga play] did Brio write?
b. [How tall a forward]did the Lakershire?
c. [How old a dresser]did Sheila find at the market?
(66)a. I ate [too big a piece].
b. If I ever see [that disgusting a movie] again, I'll ask for my
money back.
c. Bob didn't write [as detaileda proposal]as Sheila did.
d. He took [so big a piece] thathe couldn't finish it.
As noted above, in order to explain the effect of pseudogappingon attributiveCD, we must show that the structureof the DP is not as simple
as we have assumed so far. Instead,there must be (at least) an additional
layer of functionalstructureabove the maximal projectionheaded by the
indefinite determiner.To make the discussion concrete, we will refer to
this structureas FP (remainingagnostic as to whetherit can be identified
with specific functional projections above DP that have been proposed
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elsewhere in the literature;see Merchant1996 for references),andwe will
assume that the specifier of FP provides the landing site for the inverted
DegPs in (65) and (66). This hypothesis is illustratedby the structurein
(67) (cf. Bowers 1987, Bennis et al. 1998).
FP

(67)
Def

g

howinteresting F

DP

too
as

so
that

D

NP

a

ti play

Thereare severalpieces of empiricalevidence in favor of this analysis.
The firstcomes from a deeperexaminationof inversionstructureslike (65)
and (66): all such cases of DegP inversionhave alternativeforms in which
the apparentlymeaningless element of appearsin exactly the position we
posit for F0 (see Bolinger 1972, Abney 1987, Bowers 1987), as illustrated
by (68)-(69).24
(68)a. [How long of a novel] did Brio write?
b. [How tall of a forward]did the Lakershire?
c. [How dumb of a guy] is he?

24 There appearsto be a certain amount of dialectical
variationin the acceptabilityof

of in these environments (see Bolinger 1972, p. 136). While we find the examples in
(68)-(69) perfectly well-formed,ChrisWilderinformsus that in BritishEnglish,the same
sentences are unacceptable.A survey of two naturallanguage corpora suggests that in
North American English at least, the use of of in these constructionsreflects a register
distinction. A search of the Brown Corpus, which consists of printedtexts, tumed up no
examples of of in degree constructionslike (68)-(69). However,a searchof the Challenger
Commission transcripts,which record the (spontaneous)utterancesof the participantsin
the 1986 Congressionalhearingson the destructionof the Challengerspace shuttle,tumed
up a numberof naturally-occurringinstances of of in contexts parallelto (68)-(69), some
of which are repeated in (i)-(iii). (Note that (i) contains two occurrences of the same
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(69)a. I ate [too big of a piece].
b. If I ever see [thatdisgusting of a movie] again, I'll ask for my
money back.
c. Bob didn't write [as detailedof a proposal]as Sheila did.
d. He took [so big of a piece] thathe couldn't finish it.
This of is clearly not the usual case-assigning possessive of, nor the of
that assigns case to argumentsof nouns, nor the partitiveof, nor any of
which mediates a semantic relation between its complement and some
other head. Instead, this of is most similar to the of found in the N of a
N construction(a bear of a guy, Dutch een beer van een kerel), discussed
extensively in Bennis et al. (1998). Bennis et al. argue persuasivelythat
this morphemeis the realizationof a functionalhead within the nominal
phrase, which they identify as a (nominal) copularelement. For them, as
for Kayne (1994), the firstN (bear in a bear of guy) in the constructionis a
predicateand undergoespredicateinversionaroundthe 'subject' guy (the
second N). The strengthof the syntacticand semanticparallelsto the DegP
inversionconstructionslisted above- in both constructions,the frontedXP
is a predicate,and the second expression(our DP; Bennis et al.'s 'subject')
must be indefinite(as indicatedby the ill-formednessof phraseslike *too
big (of) those pieces, *as detailed (of) Bob's proposal, etc.; see Bresnan
1973 for extensive discussion of this constraint)- leads us to conclude
that the facts in (68)-(69) provide one piece of evidence in favor of the
structurein (67).25
nominal which differ only in the presence/absenceof of, nicely illustratingthe optionality
of 'of-insertion'.)
(i)

It was just a judgment question as to how big of a risk it was, and there
were differentopinions abouthow big a risk it was. [ChallengerCommission
transcripts,ch.5.138]

(ii)

Landing on a runway and getting too high of a crosswind may cause us to
deviate off of the runway and so forth, and so we have a crosswind limit
duringassent [sic], assuminga nominal flight. [ibid., ch. 1.2]

(iii)

If they do see something,and they can just barelyfeel it with theirfingernail,
I don't think there's any measuringtool that we could have to measurethat,
that small of a scratch, you know, really. [ibid., ch.5.60]

25 There are also a numberof differences between the N of a N constructionand the
DegP inversion constructions.First, in the former,but not the latter,the of is obligatory.
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A second, and even more striking,piece of evidence in supportof the
hypothesis underlyingthe structurein (67) - that DegP inversion moves
DegP out of DP to the specifierof a higherfunctionalhead in the nominal
projection- comes from a set of facts broughtto our attentionby John
Frampton.These facts, illustratedby (70)-(72), show that an attributive
modifiercan be caughtup in the ellipsis process thatgeneratespseudogapping structures.In each example, the (a) sentence is ambiguousbetween
the readingparaphrasedin (b) and the one in (c).26
(70)a. I have writtena successful play, but you have

a novel.

b. I have writtena successful play, but you have writtena novel.
c. I have writtena successful play, butyou have writtena successful novel.
(7 1)a. The Cubs need left-handed pitchers more than they do
hitters.

-

b. The Cubsneed left-handedpitchersmorethanthey need hitters.
c. The Cubs need left-handedpitchers more than they need lefthandedhitters.
(72)a. I buy expensive shoes because I don't

suits.

b. I buy expensive shoes because I don't buy suits.
c. I buy expensive shoes because I don't buy expensive suits.
Second, for Bennis et al., both the of and a are realized in a single functionalposition: the
functionalhead housing the determinerraises to the F housing of, and these are spelled out
as of + a. In our case, however,there is strong evidence for separatingthe head of of and
that of a as we have done in (67), which we will discuss below (see note 31).
26 Similar effects are observed in gapping. Thus (ia), like its pseudogappingbrethren
above, has the interpretationin (ib) or the one in (ic).
(i)a.

Sam wrote a successful play, and Vic

a novel.

b.

Sam wrote a successful play, and Vic wrote a novel.

c.

Sam wrote a successful play, and Vic wrote a successful novel.

We assume that the derivationof sentences like (ia) parallels those of their pseudogapping relatives, modulo differences in the target of ellipsis (a VP in pseudogapping; a
clausal/inflectionalnode in gapping).
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The (b) readings are completely unsurprising, given the analysis of
pseudogappingwe have adopted(or any other analysis): the remnantDP
is removedfrom VP, and the VP is deleted. The (c) readings,however,are
quite unexpected,since pseudogappingappearsto be 'reachinginside' the
remnantDP to delete the attributivemodifieralong with VP.
The availabilityof such readingsis furtherdemonstratedby examples
involving the verb make. In orderfor this verb to have the type of 'evaluative' interpretationillustratedin (73a), its complement must have an
attributivemodifier;(73b), withoutthe modifier,is extremely odd (on the
relevantreading).27
(73)a.

Peaches make delicious tarts.

b. ??Peachesmake tarts.
The attributivemodifier can be omitted from the complement, however,
in pseudogappingcontexts. Compare,for example, (74a) (which has the
interpretationparaphrasedin (74c)) with (74b): neither contains an overt
occurrenceof the attributiveadjective,yet only the formeris felicitous on
the evaluativereadingof make.
(74)a.

Peaches make delicious pies more consistently than they do
tarts.

b. ??Peachesmakedelicious pies moreconsistentlythanthey make
tarts.
c.

Peachesmakedelicious pies moreconsistentlythanthey make
delicious tarts.

These facts are parallel to those in (70)-(72), and follow if (74a) is derived from a representationlike (74c), and both the VP and the attributive
adjectiveare targetedby pseudogapping.
27 Interestingly,N of a N constructionsalso make good complementsof this evaluative
sense of make:
(i)

Those peaches will make a hell of a tart!

If N of a N and invertedDegP constructionshave a similar syntax (i.e., if both project
functional structureabove DP, as in (67)), then these facts could be accountedfor by the
hypothesis that whereas most verbs allow either a DP or an FP complement, evaluative
make requiresan FP.
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In order to explain this arrayof facts within the context of standard
assumptionsaboutnominalstructure,it would be necessaryto assumethat
ellipsis in, e.g., (70a) can targetan attributiveDegP, as shown in (75).
(75)

I have writtena successful play, but you have fp written--j [DP
a [NPtDegP steeessful] [NPnovel]]]i

That such an analysis is untenableis clearly indicatedby the fact that the
(b) sentences are not ambiguous;if ellipsis could target DegP, however,
the (b) sentences could also be derived from underlyingrepresentations
correspondingto the (c) sentences. (Similarly,(74b) would be incorrectly
predictedto be acceptable.)This fact also demonstratesthatthe ambiguity
of the (a) sentencesreflectsan interactionbetween attributivemodification
and the grammarof ellipsis, ratherthan a general strategyfor recovering
adjectivemeanings.If such a strategywere available,independentof ellipsis, then the (b) sentencesshouldbe just as ambiguousas the (a) sentences,
and (74b) should be felicitous.
While an explorationof the full rangeof facts in this areais beyond the
scope of this paper,it is clear thatthe syntacticstructurein (67) providesa
means of accountingfor the datadiscussed so far.If this structureis available, then the (c) readingsof the (a) sentences in (70)-(72) and (74) can
be derivedin the following way: the attributiveDegP moves to SpecFP,as
in the inversionstructuresabove,then DP scramblesout of VP and VP deletes, as per the usual mechanicsof pseudogapping.The PF representation
of (70a), illustratingthe steps in this analysis, is shown in (76).
(76)

I have writtena successfulplay, but you have [vPfypwritten [e
begP sueeessfu4l]F0 tjH [DP a ti novel]j]

Clearly, many questions about the pseudogapping constructions in
(70)-(72) and (74) remain. In particular,the question of what regulates
DegP inversion needs to be addressed, as well as questions about the
natureof the movementoperationthatcreatespseudogappingremnants.28
Although answering these questions is not trivial, it is also not necessary for our purposes: the crucial point is that these facts provide clear
evidence that an attributiveDegP can be strandedinside the verb phrase
in pseudogappingconstructionswhen the DP from which it originates is
removed. The syntactic structurein (67) provides a principledmeans of
28 The first question asks which DegPs must, can, and cannot move to SpecFP, and
when? For example, while DegPs headed by how and as must invert (i), overt inversion
of DegPs headed by more and enough, as well as inversionof DegPs with intensifierslike
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derivingthis result,as it introducesa position(SpecFP)
outsideDP but
insidetheelidedconstituentto hostthe attribuhve
DegP.29
4.3. ThePuzzleSolved
The postulationof an additionallayerof functional
structurein the extendednominalprojectionis not only independently
neededto host the
morphemeof in construciions
like (68)-(69) andto accountfor the ambiguitiesin (70)-(72),it alsoprovidesa theoreiicalframework
withinwhich
anexplanation
of theeffectof pseudogapping
on attributive
CD alongthe
linesof the one we sketchedat the end of Section4.1 can
be implemented.Theexplanation
relieson the sameset of assumptions
as the analysis
developedin Section3, with one importantmodification:
the Full Interpretation
violationunderlying
LeftBrancheffectsis dueto theabsenceof a
[+wh]F° headin theEnglishlexicon,ratherthanffieabsence
of a [+wh]D°
head.Thisrefinement
notonlyobviatestheobjectionto ourearlieranalysis
(pointed
outin note16)thatEnglishpossessesa [+wh]determiner
(namely
marked(ii), and overt inversionof 'bare' DegPs is
impossible (iii) (some of these
arefrom Bresnan 1973, pp. 287-288).
quite is

(i)a.

He's {too, as} reliable a man.

b.

*He's a {too, as} reliable man.

(ii)
b.

SHe's {more reliable,reliable enough, quite reliable} a

man.

He's a {more reliable, reliableenough, quite reliable}

man.

(iii)a.

*He's reliablea man.

b.

He's a reliable man.

The
frameworkwe have developed here suggests a promising
line of inquiry into these
facts.
If it can be shown that inversion ins e.g., (iiia) is
ruled out by a constrainton PF
representations,
then the fact that such inversionoccurs in the (c)
readingsof (70a)-(72a)
isnotproblematic:ellipsis would bleed this
constraint,as it does in left branchextractions.
The second question is central to the scrambling
analysis of pseudogapping:why is it
that
in many cases scramblingis possible only if
deletion also applies? Johnson (1997)
recognizes
this question (see also Miller 1992, who bringsthis
issue up as a challenge to a
scrambling-based
analysis), and althoughwe acknowledgethe interesting
similarityto the
question
we began this paper with (why is attributiveCD is
possible only if ellipsis also
applies?),
we will have nothing to add to Johnson's
speculationshere (though see Lasnik
1995
for relevantdiscussion).
29We should emphasize that we are not assuming
that all nominals project structure
above
DP: the facts we have discussed here indicate only
that certain types of indefinites
have the extended 'F-projection'(those indefinites
that Bresnan 1973 refers to as
'predicative'
).
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it also provides a means of explainingthe effect of pseudogapping
which),
operations,by
attributiveCD in the same way as that of other ellipsis
on
if the
Specifically,
advantageof the extra structureprovidedby FP.
taking
as
SpecFP,
in the nominal projectionthat hosts a [+wh] DegP is
position
effects is
in the previous section, and if the locus of Left Branch
argued
agreespec-head
through
uninterpretable[+wh] featureon F°, derived
an
involving
then the well-formednessof attibutive CD constructions
ment,
is due to the fact that DP can scrambleout of the deleted
pseudogapping
F° head) is
leaving FP behind. Since FP (with its unrealizable[+wh]
VP,
and
avoided,
is
violation
deleted along with VP, the Full Interpretation
then
thestructuresare correctlypredictedto be well-formed.
(77).
For illustrationof the analysis, considerthe derivationof
(77)

Pico wrote a more interestingnovel thanhe did a play.

DegP (the comFirst,within the extended DP projection, the [+wh]
feature to F°
parativeoperator)raises to SpecFP, transferringits [+wh]
that creates
operation
viaspec-head agreement.30Next, the movement
posiVP-adjoined
remnantsapplies to DP, raising it to a
pseudogapping
sttucturebehind,
tion.CIucially,this scramblingoperationleaves the FP
discussed in
constructions
anoption that the ambiguous pseudogapping
yielding
apply,
may
Section4.2 showed to be available.At PF,VP deletion
therepresentationin (78).
[+wh] F° head
Since deletion effectively eliminatesthe otherwise fatal
expression
insideVP, (78) avoids the FI violation thatthis uninterpretable
pseudogapping
shouldtngger. The result of this analysis, then, is that the
otherellipsis
the
as
way
same
the
factsin (62a) are explainedin exactly
ellipconstructions,
these
of
constructionsdiscussed in Section 3: in all
a
removes
sis, formalizedas deletion of materialin the PF representation,
constraints.3l
featurecomplex that would otherwiseviolate the interface

on FOitself, ratherthan by the
30 That movement to SpecFP is drivenby some feature
only theoretically(Chomsky
not
wh-criterionas supposed by Hendrick l990, is justified
but also empirically:
feature),
attracting
the
by
only
1995 proposesthatmovementis driven
DegPs.
[-wh]
of
variety
a
with
happens
as noted in Section 4.1, inversion
must be kept separate,in con31 We are now also in a position to see why FOand DO
in which analogous elements
trast to the head-movementaccount of Bennis et al. 1998,
FO(see note 25). As is clear
our
to
are realized on a single head position corresponding
scramblingof the DP remto
(prior
FO
to
raise
to
were
from the structurein (78), if DO
pseudogapping,contraryto fact.
nant), we would expect to see bare singularremnantsin
otherwise, it is never found
Moreover,althoughthe overt realizationof FO(of) is optional
in the deleted material:
included
be
must
in pseudogappingcontexts, indicatingthatFO
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(78)
C.

opi
C

IP
DP

he

It

I

VP

did

DPremnant

VP

V

tsubj

T

AP-

Ft".IN

D

NP

a

t1play

frem,wni

The analysis of pseudogappingand attributiveCD thatwe have presented here also extends to an explanation on the effect of gapping in
attributiveCD constructionsin Greekand Bulgarian,discussed in Section
2.4 above (as well as examples of gappingin English; see note 7). Recall

(i)

*Bob didn't write as detailedof a proposalas Sheila did of an outline.
(cf. Bob didn't write as detailed (?of) a proposalas Shiela did an outline.)

Whereasother structuralanalyses would have to posit additionalconstraintsto rule out
examples like (i), the unacceptability of this example follows straightforwardlyfrom
our claim that DP is the target of scramblingin pseudogappingconstructionsinvolving
attributiveCD.
We should point out that our analysis does not rule out the possibility of FP remnants
in otherpseudogappingconstructionsin principle;indeed, examples like (ii) indicate that
such constructionsare possible.
(ii)

Bob wrote too long of a proposalbecause Sheila did too shortof an outline.

The analysis does, however,correctlypredictthat FPs are not licit remnantsin attributive
CD constructions(as in (i)), as this would involve leaving the uninterpretable[+wh] FO
head in the PF representation,triggeringa Left Brancheffect.
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that Greek and Bulgarianare like English, both in ruling out attributive
CD constructionsthat do not involve any kind of ellipsis and in allowing
examples in which gappinghas applied.This is illustratedby the contrasts
in (79a-b) (Greek)and (80a-b) (Bulgarian).
o
(79)a. *0 Petros agorase ena megalitero aftokinito apoti
car
than+what the
the Petros bought a bigger
Giannis agoraseena dzip.
Giannisbought a jeep
(lit. *Petrosbought a bigger car thanGiannisbought a jeep.)
o
b. 0 Petros agorase ena megalitero aftokinito apoti
car
than+what the
the Petros bought a bigger
Giannis

ena dzip.

Giannis a jeep
Petrosbought a bigger car thanGiannisdid a jeep.
Sasa napisa
(80)a. *Ivan napisa po-dobar roman otkolkoto
novel than+how.muchSasha wrote
Ivan wrote better
drama.
play
(lit. *Ivan wrote a more successful novel than Sasha wrote a
play.)
b. Ivan napisapo-dobarromanotkolkoto
Sasa _ drama.
Ivan wrote better novel than+how.muchSasha play
Ivan wrote a more successful novel than Sasha (did) a play.
The explanationof these contrastsis essentially the same as that of the
pseudogappingconstructionsin English. We assumethatthe unacceptable
examplesin (79a) and (80a) areill-formedfor the samereasonthatthey are
in English:neitherthe Greeknor the Bulgarianlexicon containsa [+wh] F0
element, thereforemovementof the comparativeoperatorthroughSpecFP
triggersa Full Interpretationviolation and a PF crash. In (79b) and (80b),
however, ellipsis eliminates the uninterpretablematerial is from the PF
representation:assuming that gapping involves scrambling of DP to a
clause-adjoinedposition, followed by deletion of a constituentabove VP
but below the surfaceposition of the subject(which, like the internalremnant, may have extractedfrom its canonical position; see Sag 1976 and
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Pesetsky 1982 for discussion), the uninterpretable[+wh] F0 headis deleted
(along with FP).
4.4. Summary
To conclude this section, we returnto the descriptivegeneralizationestablished in Section 1 (see (36)) and repeatedhere, which we are now in a
position to explain:
(81)

Whensomethinggoes, anythinggoes
Comparativedeletion in attributivecomparativesis possible
only if a constituent that (properly) contains the targeted
AP is also eliminated from the surface representation,or if
pseudogappinghas also applied.

In Section 3, we demonstratedthat the first part of this generalization
follows from a formulationof the Left BranchConditionin termsof wellformedPF representationsandan analysisof ellipsis as deletionof material
fromthe PF representation.In this section,we showedthatthis accountcan
be extendedto includethe second half of the disjunctionif we adopta more
articulatedsyntactic analysis of attributivemodificationconstructions,in
which attributivemodifiersraise to the specifierof a functionalheadwithin
the extendednominalprojection,but above DP, an analysisthatfindsindependentmotivationfrom the distributionof functionalof, the possibility of
including attributivemodifiersin the materialtargetedby pseudogapping,
and the propertiesof evaluativemake.The puzzling disjunctionin (81) is
thus explainedin termsof the interactionof threeindependentcomponents
of the grammar:Full Interpretation(at the PF interface),the principlesof
ellipsis, and the syntax of attributivemodification.

5. ADDITIONAL SUPPORT FOR THE ANALYSIS

5.1. Ellipsis and AttributiveCD in a BroaderContext
Despite the breadthof the generalizationin (81), the analysis of attributive
CD that we have developed in this paper does not actually predict that
pseudogappingandotherformsof ellipsis shouldalways license attributive
CD. Instead,it makes a much more restrictedclaim: attributiveCD should
be acceptable only when ellipsis targets a constituentcontaining FP. It
follows thatattributiveCD shouldbe impossiblein contextsin which FP is
excluded from an elided constituent,since the resultwould be thatthe uninterpretable[+wh] F0 element would remainpartof the PF representation.
Two types of examples show that this predictionis borneout.
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The firstinvolves prepositionalphrases(we aregratefulto two anonymous reviewersfor bringingthe following facts to our attention).As shown
by (82a-b), PPs can be remnantsin pseudogapping.
(82)a. Jones acts in films more often than she does

-

[ppin plays].

b. Pico was working on his novel at the same time that I was
[pp on my play].

Since the complement of P0 is a nominal constituent,it follows that attributiveCD should be impossible when the comparedconstituentin the
comparativeclause is in an overt PP, since this would indicate that FP is
part of the PF representation,in violation of Full Interpretation.(83a-b)
show that this is indeed the case, while (84a-b) show that if the PP is
elided, the constructionsare perfectly acceptable,as expected.
(83)a. *Jonesacts in betterfilms than she does in plays.
b. *Pico was working on a more interestingnovel than I was on a
play.
(84)a. Jones acts in betterfilms now than she used to.
b. Pico was workingon a more interestingnovel thanI was.
The second context involves subjects (thanksto Chris Wilder and an
anonymous reviewer for reminding us of the importance of these examples). Since the subject position is typically outside the domain of
ellipsis, our analysis predictsthatattributiveCD in subjectposition should
be unacceptable.The examples in (85) confirmthis prediction.
(85)a. *Bettershortstories were publishedthis year thannovels were.
b. *Fatterboys were bornin this hospitalthangirls were.
c. *A longer table was orderedthana desk was.
Giventhe unacceptabilityof (85a-c), however,the relativeacceptability
of the sentences in (86) might come as a surprise.
(86)a. Bettershortstories were publishedthis year thannovels.
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b. Fatterboys were born in this hospitalthangirls.
c. A longer table was orderedthan a desk.
In fact, the data in (86) are expected within our analysis. These sentences
involve comparativestripping,which we assume involves movement of
the remnant expression to a clause-adjoined position, followed by IPdeletion (Hazout 1995; cf. Sag 1976, Pesetsky 1982, and Reinhart1991).
As alreadyobserved (see note 7), examples of comparativestrippinginvolving internal arguments,such as (87), are just as acceptable as the
correspondingpseudogappingconstructions.
(87)

The Cubs starteda more talentedinfield thanan outfield.

Assuming thatthe extractionoptions availableto strippingare the same as
those availableto pseudogappingand gapping(clearlythe null hypothesis),
the well-formednessof (87) can be explainedin the same way as thatof the
comparablepseudogappingconstruction:this sentencehas a derivationin
which the DP an outfieldis moved out of FP to a clause-adjoinedposition,
and then IP is deleted, eliminatingthe uninterpretableF[+wh]element. The
PF-representationassociatedwith this derivationis shown in (88) (here we
assume thatthe remnantmoves to the left and adjoinsto IP,but this is not
crucialto the analysis).
(88)

The Cubs starteda more talentedinfield than [cP Opi [IP[DP an
ti outfield]j fhpthe Cubs started[e+ 4 F&
]tit]]

The subject-orientedstrippingexamples in (86a-c) can be explainedin exactly the same way, the only differencebeing that these sentences involve
movement of the remnantDP out of the FP in subject,ratherthan object,
position.
5.2. String-vacuousPseudogapping
At firstglance, sentenceslike (89a-b) seem to providean argumentagainst
the analysisof attributiveCD and Left Brancheffects thatwe have presented in this paper,since it appearsthat they do not involve ellipsis. (In fact,
(89a) was originally presented by Bresnan 1975, p. 50 as an argument
against a movementanalysisof CD and in favorof the unboundeddeletion
account;see note 3.)
(89)a. Georgeis as phony a hatcheckgirl as Mildredis a bouncer.
b. Damon is a betterlobstermanthanhe is a cook.
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If this is the case, then given our assumptionsabout the derivationof the
comparativeclause, the PF-representationsof (89a-b) should contain uninterpretable[+wh] FOheads, and our analysis incorrectlypredicts that
these sentences should show Left Branch effects. There is good evidence, however,that (89a-b) are actually pseudogappingconstructionsin
disguise.

One well-known characteristicof VP-deletion in English is that it
blocks auxiliaryreduction(contraction)to its immediateleft (King 1970,
Hankamerand Sag 1976).
(90)a. Martinwon't drive, but I {*'ll/will}.
b. Billy's leaving today,and Mildred{*'s/is} tomorrow.
Such reductionis perfectlypossible before predicatenominals,however:
(91)

Georgeis a dog-catcher,and Mildred'sa bouncer.

Using auxiliaryreductionas a test for the presence of ellipsis, then, it becomes clear thatthe comparativeclauses in (89a-b) behaveas thoughthey
have undergoneVP-deletion, which we have assumed (following Kuno
1981) to be the ellipsis operationinvolvedin pseudogapping.As shownby
(92a-b), auxiliaryreductionin these examplesis impossible.
(92)a. *Georgeis as phony a hatcheckgirl as Mildred'sa bouncer.
b. *Damonis a betterlobstermanthanhe's a cook.
Bresnan (1975, p. 50) takes these facts to indicate that the 'gap' in examples like (89a-b) (created by unboundeddeletion in her analysis) is
immediatelyto the left of the DPs a bouncer and a cook, in exactly the
position than an invertedDegP would appear.We agree with Bresnanthat
the impossibility of contractionindicates that deletion has applied; we
disagreein the categoryof the deleted constituent.
First,if CD actuallydid involve unboundeddeletion, then it would be
possible (contraryto fact) to delete attributiveDegPs across the board;this
is Pinkham's(1982) original argumentagainst Bresnan's analysis, summarizedin Section 1.1. Thatthe deletion operationinvolvedin (92a-b) targets VP becomes apparentonce we consider how exactly pseudogapping
would work in these examples. Clearly, there must be some mechanism
for ensuringthat the verb is not included in the deleted material,since it
remainsin the phonological representation.In orderto derive this result,
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we assumethattheverboriginatesin VP (orpossiblyas the headof a predicativeprojection;
cf. Bowers1993),thenraisesto I°.Pseudogapping
then
proceedsas usual:the remnantDP adjoinsto VP,andthe lowersegment
of VP is deleted.Theresultis, in effect, 'string-vacuous
pseudogapping'.
Thisis illustratedby the treein (93), whichcorresponds
to the proposed
PFrepresentation
of thecomparative
clausein (89a).
cP

(93)
op,

c

C

IP

DPsubj

I'

/\

MildredI

VP

I

/

isX

YR

A

DPremnanl

A

A

fsubi

Y

t

FP

¢'

D

NP

a

ti bouncer

Ft

F>h]

fremeant

Thisanalysismakesthe followingprediction:
if movementof V to I is
blockedby the presenceof anotherconstituentin I°, butbe is overt,then
attributive
CD shouldbe impossible.Thefollowingexamples,in whichI°
isoccupiedby themorphemeto, verifythisprediction:
(94)a. *Georgeis as phonya hatcheckgirl as Mildredseemsto be a
bouncer.
b. *Damonwantsto be a betterlobstermanthanhe wantsto be a
cook.
Weconclude,then,that(89a-b)involve(string-vacuous)
pseudogapping.
Assuch,theydonotconstituteanargument
againsta movementanalysisof
comparative
deletionconstructions,
butratherprovideadditionalsupport
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for the analysis of attributiveCD that we have developed in this paper,
since they show exactly the set of properties that we expect to find in
constructionsin which attributiveCD is acceptable.32
5.3. Restrictionson DegP Inversion
A final piece of evidence that our analysis is on the right track comes
from an interestingparallelbetweenattributiveCD constructionsinvolving
pseudogappingand the availabilityof the 'elided attributive'readings of
pseudogappingconstructionsdiscussed in Section 4.2 (see (70)-(72)). Although pseudogappingallows all sorts of remnants(see (60a-f)), not all
remnants show the same types of ambiguities as the examples in (70)(72). For example, all of the sentencesin (95) are perfectlyacceptable,but
none have readingsin which the attributiveDegP in the antecedentclause
modifies the remnantnominalin the second clause.
(95)a. I have writtena successful play, but you have_
10 successful novels)

10 novels. ($

b. The Cubs need a left-handedpitchermore thanthey do the
hitterbeing offeredby St. Louis. (:Athe left-handedhitterbeing
offeredby St. Louis)
-

C.

[CONTEXT: staring at a very expensive Italian suit in a shop
window]
I bought expensive shoes because I didn't _ that suit. (/4that
expensivesuit)

In order to derive the elided attributivereading in pseudogapping,it
must be the case thatDegP raises to SpecFP (see the discussionin Section
32 Potential counterexamplesto our analysis come from sentences involving evaluative

make ((ia) is discussed in Pinkham1985):
(i)a.

They make betterpolice dogs thanthey make pets.

b.

She'll make a strongerpitcherthan she'll make a catcher.

c.

Let's hope thatthis idea makes as interestinga paperas it makes an abstract.

While we do not have an explanationfor these facts, it seems clear thatthey reflectan idiosyncraticpropertyof evaluativemake.We should also point out thatone of the anonymous
reviewers of this paper finds the sentences in (ia-c) unacceptable,unless pseudogapping
removes the occurrenceof make in the comparativeclause and replaces it with a form of
do.
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4.2). The facts in (95), togetherwith the data in (70)-(72), can therefore
be taken as evidence that such movement is limited to FPs in which Do
is either null (as in bare plurals) or the singular indefinite determiner
(cf. Bresnan 1973). While an explanationfor this constraintis beyond
the scope of this paper, we can nevertheless make the following prediction. Since the acceptabilityof attributiveCD constructionsinvolving
pseudogappingis also dependenton DegP inversion,the class of remnants
that permit elided attributivereadings should be the same as the class of
licit remnantsin attributiveCD constructionswith pseudogapping.The
examples discussed in this paper,all of which involve indefinitesand bare
plurals,togetherwith the datain (96), indicatethatthis is indeed the case.
(96)a. *I have writtena more successful play thanI have

10 novels.

b. *TheCubsneed a moretalentedpitcherthanthey do
being offeredby St. Louis.
c. *Jboughtmore expensive shoes thanI did

the hitter

that suit.

6. CONCLUSION

Driven by concernsof observationaladequacy,this paperprovideda new
analysis of a complex array of facts involving the syntax of attributive
comparativesthathas defiedearlierattemptsat explanation.On the basis of
data from English, Polish, Czech, Greek, and Bulgarian,we derived two
empirical generalizations:first, that there is a direct correlationbetween
left-branchextractionsin interrogativesand the acceptabilityof attributive
comparativedeletion (CD) constructions,and second, that languages in
which left-branchextractionsare impossible can 'bypass' this constraint
by eliding a constituentthat includes the extractionsite. We showed that
the first fact follows from an analysis of the comparativeoperatoras a
DegP originating inside DP, identical to the DegP found in attributive
adjectivalmodification:wh-extractionof such elements - either in questions or in comparatives- is deviant. The second fact follows from the
hypotheses that left-branch extractions are sensitive to constraints on
PF representationsand that ellipsis involves deletion. As such, ellipsis
provides a means of avoidingthese constraints.
In termsof empiricalcoverage alone, our accountis considerablymore
successful than its predecessors,as it not only provides an explanationof
the basic ellipsis facts, but also of the effect of pseudogapping(and gapping) on attributiveCD. At the same time, the proposalswe have advanced
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are integratedinto a larger theoretical base and have several important
theoreticalconsequences.
First, at least one traditionalisland constraint- the one governingthe
extractionof left-branchattributivemodifiers(the other effects subsumed
by Ross's original Left BranchConditionhave been arguedby many researchersnot to form a unitaryphenomenon;see, e.g., Grosu 1974 and
Corver 1990) - must be formulatedin terms of PF representations,rather
than LF representations,as standardlyassumed. Specifically, this type of
left-brancheffect arises when the lexicon cannot realize a certain feature bundle instantiatedby the syntacticderivation,triggeringa violation
of Full Interpretationat the PF interface. This proposal both builds on
recent work on the syntax-morphology/phonologyinterface (Halle and
Marantz1993), and provides a means of explaining cross-linguisticvariation solely in terms of differences in the (functional) vocabulariesof
particularlanguages (Chomsky 1995).
Second, we have claimed that ellipsis must be analyzed as deletion of
materialfrom the PF representation.A prerequisiteof this analysis is that
elided materialis part of the syntactic representationof a sentence prior
to deletion (and thereforeincluded in the LF representation,given standard assumptionsabout the relation between PF and LF). In other words,
ellipsis involves syntax; ellipsis is not just the recovery or instantiation
of a constituentmeaning (as in e.g., Dalrymple et al. 1991, Hardt 1993,
Jacobson 1992, Hendriksand de Hoop 1998). That ellipsis must involve
syntax is demonstratedby the importantnew phenomenonthat this paper
introduced:the interactionof attributiveCD and pseudogapping.As we
pointed out at the end of Section 3, an analysis of ellipsis in terms of
'empty syntax' (plus recovery of syntactic structureat LF or semantic
content)could accountfor the well-formednessof attributivecomparatives
in which a constituentthat properlyincludes DegP is removed from the
comparativeclause. Since such analysesdo not posit syntacticstructurefor
elided constituents,the PF violation involved in left-brancheffects could
never arise. However, these accounts have no explanation for the wellformednessof attributiveCD constructionsinvolving pseudogapping.The
explanationof these facts relies crucially on the assumptionthat there is
a syntactic position outside the remnantDP, but inside the target of ellipsis, to which an attributivemodifier may move (SpecFP). Given this
assumption, the pseudogappingfacts follow directly: left-brancheffects
are avoided in exactly the same way that they are in any other ellipsis
construction.Since a purely semantic approachto ellipsis denies the existence of syntactic structurewithin the ellipsis site, this explanationis
unavailable,and the pseudogappingfacts remaina mystery.
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Our analysis of attributivecomparativedeletion thereforegives both
substanceand crucialempiricalgroundingto two ideas thathave considerable theoreticalappeal,but have lacked clear motivation:that some island
effects should be located at PF, and that ellipsis is deletion of syntactic
structure.
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